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Chapter 1

Introduction

The virtual representations of scenes from reality belongsto the most fascinating
aspects in Computer Graphics. They can be used in many different applications
reaching from mixed-reality film productions to interactive virtual reality applica-
tions and games. In the last few years, the visual quality of such virtual scenes and
models has increased dramatically. The driving force behind this effect has been
the developement in computational power. While the evolution of main memory
and CPUs has followed Moore’s Law quite precisely, the performance growth of
GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) and graphics cards has been even quicker. The
number of elementary functions on a GPU has doubled every 10-12 months. In-
creased performance and graphics memory allow the user to render increasingly
complex scenes. A major drawback of every handcrafted virtual model is that it
looks realistic only on the first glance. On closer examination, the level of de-
tail does not yet suffice. Most natural scenes are far too complex to be modelled
manually.

Image-Based Renderingor IBR tries to close the gap between near-realistic
scenes and reality. The basic idea behind IBR is to utilise images of real-world
scenes or objects for the generation of new views with the computer.

1.1 Motivation

The main motivation for this thesis was to develop techniques for visual geomet-
ric reconstruction and the rendering of arbitrary scenes. Such techniques may
be used in applications which need virtual representationsof scenes from real-
ity. Modelling complete scenes including background, not isolated objects, is of
primary interest.

In virtual film productions, for example, it is a typical taskto place a purely
virtual object into a real scenery and provide correct shadows, lighting and oc-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

clusion. Other mixed-reality applications like virtual studios have similar require-
ments. The ability to generate images of a scene from viewpoints wich are not
identical with the original position of the cameras can be used for free-viewpoint
applications like 3D-Games or interactive free-viewpointtelevision.

The creation of virtual models from single objects is related to the creation of
scene models but it has to meet some special requirements. Object modelling has
been studied in great detail for decades and has reached a high level of maturity
while background- or environment modelling is still at an early developement
stage. All the approaches presented in this thesis are focused on modelling scenes,
but they are not limited to this purpose and can also be used tomodel objects.

The development of the new Image-Based Rendering Methods, which will be
presented in this thesis, is guided by the following requirements:

• automatic modelling and rendering from image sequences taken by standard
digital cameras,

• no user interaction besides defining the new viewpoint,

• highly scalable with respect to the number of input images,

• scalable between rendering speed and visual quality,

• combine sparse sampling (distance between images), full parallax and non-
restricted movement,

• support depth information to allow embedding of virtual objects with cor-
rect occlusion.

1.2 Graphics vs. Vision

The research field of Image-Based Rendering resides, by its nature, in between
Computer Graphics and Computer Vision.

The primary goal of Image-Based Rendering is to generate a new image with
the use of mathematical methods. So Image-Based Rendering is apart of Com-
puter Graphics. Tasks such as rendering virtual 3D objects to generate 2D images,
computing direction and intensity of rays of light, transforming complex data sets
to visually understandable representations (e.g. simulation data) may serve as
examples of what Computer Graphics may achieve.

In contrast to Computer Graphics, Computer Vision aims to interpret input
data from sensors observing parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. Most often
this means 2-dimensional (colour)-images, but X-ray images or 1-dimensional
images are also used in Computer Vision.
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Finding mathematical methods to transfer visual representations from (real)
input images to (virtual) new images obviously requires knowledge from both
fields: Computer Vision and Computer Graphics.

Figure 1.1 sketches the combination of graphics and vision.Starting with 2D
images, Computer Vision algorithms are used to calibrate theimages and to re-
construct the depth information. Methods from Computer Graphics then create
geometrical approximations of the scene from calibrated images and depth maps
(modelling). Finally, Computer Graphics algorithms are used to project the geom-
etry into new viewpoints (rendering). As mentioned above, Image-Based Render-
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Figure 1.1: Image-Based Rendering uses techniques from Computer Vision and
Computer Graphics.

ing uses only some aspects from both fields. Other aspects like object recognition
(Computer Vision), ray tracing or sophisticated lighting (Computer Graphics) are
not relevant.

Image-Based Rendering is a techniques different from those used in current
animation movie productions. For these, all scenery consisting of 3D models, tex-
tures, lights, camera positions and definitions of movements are modelled manu-
ally. Computer Graphics algorithms, namely ray tracing, arethen used to create
very detailed highly realistic looking 2D images.

Image-Based Rendering methods compute new images based on a set of input
images. The new images show the same scene as the input images, but from
different perspectives.

1.3 Goals and Contributions of this Thesis

When examining the known techniques of Image-Based Rendering it becomes
clear that most systems are tailored for very special scenarios and setups. The
goal of this thesis is to develop a more versatile Image-BasedRendering approach.
It should be scalable in various dimensions to fit the specificneeds of different
applications. The following requirements have to be fulfilled:
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• Not only isolated objects, but also complete scenes including the back-
ground should be handled. This implies that the results should not depend
on the complexity of the scene.

• The image generation should work with interactive frame-rates. If this is
not possible for best quality results, the system should be scalable between
quality and speed.

• View generation should only be restricted by the scene coverage from the
real views. The virtual camera can be moved freely and shouldnot be lim-
ited to rotation only or certain special trajectories.

• It should be possible to generate new views from only a few real images of
arbitrary distance but also from a a set of several thousand images covering
a single scene.

• No direct geometrical information, e.g. a 3D-model, shouldbe required.
If geometrical information is required, this has to be computed from the
images only.

• It should be possible to add additional 3D-objects into the generated images,
preserving correct occlusions. Thus, depth information has to be provided
for each new image.

Following these requirements, three different Image-BasedRendering-methods
with specific features have been designed. According to these methods, prototypes
of Image-Based Rendering-systems have been implemented. Prtof this work was
already presented at:

J.-F. Evers-Senne and R. Koch. Image Based Interactive Rendering with View
Dependent Geometry . InEurographics 2003, Computer Graphics Forum,
pages 573–582. Eurographics Association, 2003.

J.-F. Evers-Senne and R. Koch. Interactive rendering with view-dependent ge-
ometry and texture. InSketches and Applications SIGGRAPH 2003, 2003.

J.-F. Evers-Senne and R. Koch. Image Based Rendering from Handheld Cam-
eras using Quad Primitives. InVision, Modeling, and Visualization VMV:
proceedings, Nov. 2003.

J.-F. Evers-Senne, J. Woetzel, and R. Koch. Modelling and Rendering of Com-
plex Scenes with a Multi-Camera Rig. In1st European Conference on
Visual Media Production (CVMP 2004), London, United Kingdom, pages
11–19, March 2004.
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J.-F. Evers-Senne, A. Niemann, and R. Koch. Visual reconstruction using geom-
etry guided photo consistency. InVision, Modeling, and Visualization VMV:
proceedings, Aachen, Germany, November 2006.

One part of this thesis (chapter 3) has previously been published as chapter
“3D View Synthesis” in:

R. Koch and J.-F. Evers-Senne. View synthesis and rendering methods. In3D
Video Communications. Wiley, 2005.

1.4 Structure of this Thesis

This thesis is structured in 7 chapters as follows:
In chapter 2 mathematical and technical background knowledge of imaging

devices and the theory of plenoptic sampling are introduced. Different image
blending strategies and blending weight computations are described. In addition,
a short introduction into programmable graphics hardware is also provided.

In chapter 3 related work in the field of Image-Based Rendering and View
Generation is reviewed. A taxonomy of the different approaches and systems is
introduced which allows to classify systems based on commoncriteria.

Chapter 4 discusses the design goals and requirements for thedevelopment of
Image-Based Rendering systems. The necessity of depth information is examined
and after the description of calibration and depth estimation, typical sources of
errors in these preprocessing steps are analysed.

Chapter 5 presents the three major Image-Based Rendering methods, which
have been implemented as prototypes in the context of this work. The tasks which
are common for all methods, namely camera selection and blending, are also de-
scribed.

In Chapter 6 all implemented prototypes are analysed. Different error cate-
gories are introduced and metrics are developed to evaluatethe quality of view
generation. The modelling and rendering systems are testedon various input data
ranging from fully synthetic to good-quality real footage and medium-quality data
from high-speed capturing and processing systems. This procedure allows to com-
pare the theoretical limits and to demonstrate the usability of the methods with
realistic data.

Finally, chapter 7 will summarise this thesis. The particular positive and neg-
ative characteristics off all methods will be reviewed briefly. The discussion tries
to find answers to the following questions: Which method is best suited for what
purpose? What are the requirements for the input data? What is the tradeoff be-
tween means of quality, performance and robustness? The conclusion will point
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out, which problems have been solved and what questions remain open for future
research.

1.5 Symbols

In this thesis, mathematical entities from 2D-, 3D-, Euclidean and Homogenous
spaces are used. The nomenclature is similar to that used by Hartley and Zissermann
[2004]. In general, math bold face likeM ,m indicates a vector or point, lower
case indicates (Homogeneous) 2D, upper case indicates (Homogeneous) 3D. foo-
barbarfoofoobar The upper-case character ’C’ is used for twodifferent purposes.
C is used to name a specific camera as inC0,C1, in math-bold faceC it denotes
the projection center of a camera.

M = (x,y,z)T Euclidean 3D point
m = (x,y)T Euclidean 2D point
M̃ = (x,y,z,w)T Homogeneous 3D point
m̃ = (x,y,w)T Homogeneous 2D point
H Projective transformation/homography
π Plane
π∞ Plane at infinity
K Camera calibration matrix
C Camera projection centre
R Camera rotation matrix
P, P = K[RT |−RTC] Camera projection matrix
m1,m2, ...,mN Corresponding 2D points
Ci Camera numberi

Table 1.1: List of used symbols.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

In this chapter, the mathematical background of image formation is described.
The process of taking 2D images from the 3D scene with a camerais explained
as sampling the Plenoptic Function. Disparity, depth and their relationship are
introduced and image blending strategies are presented. The basic principles of
programmable graphics hardware are introduced here, too, because Image-Based
Rendering as part of Computer Graphics can make use of the graphics hardware
available today.

2.1 The Plenoptic Function

The termPlenoptic Function(PF) of a 3D scene, introduced by Adelson and Bergen
[1991], is derived from the Latinplenus= full and optic which relates to vision.
It describes the intensity of all irradiation observed at every point in the 3D scene
coming from every direction; for an arbitrary dynamic scenethe plenoptic func-
tion is of dimension 7.

Plenfull : R
3× [0,2π)2×R

+×R → R , Plenfull (x,y,z,φ,θ,λ, t) = I (2.1)

I is the light intensity of the incoming light rays at a spatial3D-point (x,y,z)T

from a direction given by spherical coordinates(φ,θ) for a wavelengthλ at a
time t. If the PF is known to its full extent, then the visual scene appearance
can be reproduced precisely from any viewpoint at any time. Obviously, it is
technically not possible to record an arbitraryPF of full dimensionality. This
would make it necessary to simultaneously place light probes to fully cover the
space permanently.

7



8 CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1.1 Sampling the Plenoptic Function

To record an arbitrary scene we need to sample the high-dimensional PF. The
sampling problem can be simplified if we separate the 4 spatio-temporal dimen-
sions(x,y,z, t) from the dimensions(φ,θ,λ) for viewing direction and colour sens-
ing by using spherical colour image sensors. As aplenoptic sample (PS)we define
the three-dimensional subspace that forms a spherical image Ips(φ,θ,λ) at a par-
ticular spatio-temporal position(xt ,yt ,zt)

Ips : [0,2π)2×R
+ → R , Ips(φ,θ,λ)|x,y,z,t = I (2.2)

The set of all plenoptic samplesIps(φ,θ,λ) for all spatial dimensions(x,y,z) and
for all timest form the fullPF (2.1).

In a stationary scene, the dependency on timet can be eliminated and we can
move a single light probe over time to different spatial positions (xt ,yt ,zt) and
record the stationary plenoptic field sequentially:

Plenstationary: R
3× [0,2π)2×R

+ → R , Plenstationary(xt ,yt ,zt ,φ,θ,λ) = I (2.3)

Now we can define the spatialPF as collection of allPSin space:

Plenspatial: R
3 → Ips : [0,2π)2×R

+ →R , Plenspatial(xt ,yt ,zt) = Ips(φ,θ,λ) (2.4)

A particular plenoptic sample is obtained by placing a spherical imaging sen-
sor in space and recording the light intensity for each incoming ray. Direction
anglesφ and θ are discretised with pixel positions on the sphere. Colour per-
ception is obtained by recording three separate images for red, green and blue
according to the human tristimulus perception [Hunt, 1998]. The smoothedλ is
finally discretised with three samples.

A conventional perspective camera can be modelled as a tangent plane to the
sphere with a limited field of view as shown in figure 2.1. Thus,the sampling of
thePF is reduced to recording colour images in each spatial position. If the scene
is non-stationary, an image sequence can be taken to capturethe time variation
of a plenoptic sample. Sampling of equation 2.4 with real sensors introduces
discretisation on three levels:

1. Angular sampling(φ,θ) of a single plenoptic sample due to the finite pixel
resolution of the imaging sensor,

2. spatial sampling(xt ,yt ,zt) due to the finite sampling density between plenop-
tic samples,

3. colour quantisation by using red, green and blue band-pass filters to sample
the visible spectrum (λ)
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Figure 2.1: a) An ideal spherical sensor at positionC = (x,y,z)T sampling a ray
r from M with (φ,θ). The image plane of a perspective sensor is tangent to the
sphere giving an image pointm. b) Eight Plenoptic Samples organised in a regular
grid observing a pointM .

It is therefore necessary to obey the sampling theorem [Unbehauen, 2002] to
avoid aliasing. Angular sampling is usually not a problem. The discretisation is
implied by the pixel raster of the photo sensitive device which gives one luminance
value for each pixel position. But each photo sensitive cell occupies a given area
over which incident light rays are integrated and averaged.As an assumption that
the cells are packed closely together, this ensures that no aliasing can occur. In
addition, every lens has a finite impulse response, which means that thin structures
like points are spread out a bit. This so-calledpoint spread functionfunctions as
a Gaussian filter removing high frequencies.

Spatial sampling may pose a problem if a large viewing volumeneeds to
be sampled. Therefore, the IBR systems have to distinguish between dense and
sparse sampling of thePF in the following. Dense sampling eliminates parallax
effects but may cause (highly redundant) oversampling. Sparse sampling will vio-
late the sampling theorem, hence additional information for correct interpolation,
scene depth for example, will be necessary. Chai et al. [2000]have evaluated the
effects of sampling density and parallax influences on the rendering for the light
field problem in detail and point out limits for the sampling density as a function
of the depth variations in the scene.
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2.1.2 Recording of Plenoptic Samples

As shown above, plenoptic samples are recorded by capturingimages at speci-
fied spatial positions. Recently, a wealth of spherical and hemispherical imaging
sensors have become available, e.g. catadioptic (mirror-optic) devices or wide-
angular fish-eye lenses that directly captureI(φ,θ,λ) for a hemisphere. Furthermore,
the theory of the image formation of such sensing devices is now well understood,
see Baker and Nayar [1998], Geyer and Daniilidis [2003] or Bakstein and Pajdla
[2003a]. These hemispherical sensors allow direct recording of thePSwith low
angular resolution1. If high resolution samples are needed, the spherical sam-
ple can be reconstructed by mosaicing of multiple rotated images into a spheri-
cal panorama. Many systems have been developed for direct image mosaicing,
called also rotational mosaics [Shum and Szeliski, 1997], or with the use of mo-
torised camera heads, as used for Quicktime VR systems [Chen,1995].Very high-
resolution cylindrical panoramas can be recorded with rotating high-resolution
line-sensors that generate sections of up to 30.000 x 100.000 Pixel for a single
plenoptic sample [Klette et al., 2003]. The spherical imagecan be mapped onto a
perspective view in order to display the panorama with a conventional screen.

Plenoptic samples taken from the scene are denoted asReal Viewsin the fol-
lowing, to distinguish them from aVirtual View, which is synthesised by recon-
structing thePF. The wordCamerais used in this context to refer to the internal
and external parameters (the projection) which have been used for a view. Thus,
a Real Camera(denoted asC0, C1,..) is associated with a specificReal Viewand a
Virtual Camera(denoted asCv) is associated with everyVirtual View.

2.1.3 Re-Sampling

Due to the given pixel quantisation of real cameras, view generation is a re-
sampling process. Problems can occur if the resolution of input and output images
differ. For example, if a new view shows a magnification of thescene (figure 2.2),
forward-mapping of all pixels of a real view does not fill all pixels in the novel
view. In-between pixels have to be interpolated which implies that details not vis-
ible in the original image cannot appear in the new image. If we assume that the
target resolution is lower than the resolution of the input data, appropriate filter-
ing has to be performed before sub-sampling the image. Otherwise the sampling
theorem will be violated resulting in aliasing artefacts.

1Projecting a complete hemisphere onto a given sensor yieldsa lower angular resolution than
projecing with a perspective lens with smaller field of view.
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Cv

C

Scene

Figure 2.2: The new image (Cv) shows a close-up of the original image (C). With-
out any additional information, interpolation has to be used to fill the gaps between
pixels fromC.

2.2 Projection Models

Real (physical) cameras project 3D scenes into 2D images. Thenext section now
describes the modelling of imaging devices starting with the perspective projec-
tion based on the pinhole camera model. Then the projection of hemispherical (so
called fish-eye) lenses is discussed.

2.2.1 The Perspective Projection

For perspective cameras the projection of points from 3D into 2D images can
be modelled with thepinhole camera model. In this model, rays of light from
the object passing through the projection centre intersectthe image plane. This
projection centre is located in the origin of the coordinateframe and the image
plane is located inz = −1. This is an idealised representation of the “camera
obscura”, where all light comes through a single hole of a box. The idealisation
is that the hole is of infinitely small size and that it is always located in zero. The
image of a camera obscura is flipped horizontally and vertically. In the pinhole
camera model, the image plane can be located atz= 1 instead, which results in
an up-right image.

zz

y y
z=1z=−1

Figure 2.3: Camera-Obscura and Pinhole Camera Model
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Since all data which are to be processed or generated by computers are dis-
cretised, 2D images are discretised, too. This means that the image plane of a
camera is divided into a regular grid of cells calledpixel (from PictureElement).
Typically those are addressed in row-major order from the top-left of the image.

The pinhole projection onto a discretising 2D sensor is described by aCamera
Matrix. The projection of one euclidean scene pointM = (x,y,z)T is given by:

m = KM =





f s cx

0 a· f cy

0 0 1



M . (2.5)

m = (x̃, ỹ, z̃)T is a three dimensional vector describing the ray from the center
of projection (the origin) toM . Because the image plane of the pinhole camera
model is located inz = 1, m has to be divided by ˜z to get the pixel coordinate
(x′,y′):

m = λ





x′

y′

1



= λ





x̃/z̃
ỹ/z̃
1



 ,with: λ = z̃ (2.6)

This is called theperspective divisionandλ is theprojective depth, the distance of
M to the centre of projection. Using image sensors measuring only the 2D pixel
position(x′,y′,1)T , this perspective depthλ gets lost. This reduces the dimension
from 3 (M ) to 2 for m. m can also be interpreted as being a homogeneous 2D
point (x′,y′,1)T .

The matrixK is an upper triangular matrix wheref (focal length) is the scale
from the world coordinate system to the image coordinate system of the camera
expressed in pixel units. Theaspect ratio ais the ratio between the length of
a pixel in x-direction and the length of a pixel in y-direction, in other words,
the ratio between the focal length inx andy direction. Theprincipal point of
the camera(cx,cy) describes the offset of the image coordinate system from the
origin of the world coordinate system. Theskew sis a parameter which models
the angle between columns and rows of the sensor. The parameters f ,a,s,cx,cy

are the so-calledintrinsic camera parameters.

2.2.2 Extrinsic Camera Parameters

So far, the camera has been located in the origin of the (local) coordinate frame
and has been oriented towards thez-axis. To allow arbitrary camera positions
and orientations, the camera model has to be extended by theextrinsic camera
parameters. These consist of a 3-dimensional vectorC for the location of the
camera centre in 3D Euclidean space and the rotation of the camera given by a
3x3 matrixR.
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Figure 2.4: The extrinsic parametersC andR map from world coordinate system
to camera coordinate system.

The rotation matrixRconsists of three vectorsH,V,A which describe the axis
of the camera coordinate system in relation to the world coordinate system:

R= [HVA ] =





h1 v1 a1

h2 v2 a2

h3 v3 a3



 . (2.7)

H andV span the image plane whileA is the viewing direction of the camera.
R is an orthonormal matrix which means thatR−1 = RT holds. In 3D space, any
rotation can be expressed by one rotation axis and a rotationangle around this
axis. Also very common is a representation using three concatenated rotations
around three orthogonal axes with three angles. If we choosethe coordinate axes
as rotation axes, the angles are calledEuler angles. The matrices for rotation
around thex−,y−,andz-axis are defined by:

Rx=





1 0 0
0 cosθ sinθ
0 −sinθ cosθ



Ry=





cosφ 0 −sinφ
0 1 0

sinφ 0 cosφ



Rz=





cosψ −sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0

0 0 1





(2.8)
The concatenation defines the order of rotation and if the rotation axis are rotated
or fixed. On the assumption that a camera is first rotated around the pan-axis (y),
then around the tilt-axis (x) and finally around the roll-axis(z) and that in each step
the remaining axes are also rotated, the rotation is:

R= RzRxRy (2.9)

CombiningR and C into one 3× 4 matrix [R|C] = Pext and extending the
euclidean pointM = (x,y,z)T to a homogeneous 3D pointM̃ = (x,y,z,1)T allows
to formulate an affine transformation from̃M ′ to M̃ :
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M̃ =

[

R | C
0T | 1

]

· M̃ ′, with: M̃ =









x
y
z
1









,M̃ ′ =









x′

y′

z′

1









(2.10)

While (R|C) defines the transformation from the camera coordinate system to
the world coordinate system, the inverse transforms the world coordinate system
back into the camera coordinate system. This inverse transformation can be used
to transform the camera back into the origin and it can also beapplied to all
homogeneous 3D pointsM .

M̃ ′ =

(

RT | −RTC
0 | 1

)

· M̃ . (2.11)

With a camera located inC, rotated byR and a pointM observed, the inverse
transformation can be applied before projecting the point with the camera matrix
K andλ the projective depth as in eq. (2.6):

λ m̃ = K(RT |−RTC) · M̃ . (2.12)

Combining the camera matrix and extrinsic parameters allowsto describe the
projection of a pinhole camera at an arbitrary position and orientation with one
single projection matrix. The rank-3 projection matrixP is the combination of
(RT |−RTC) andK:

λ m̃ = P M̃ with the projection matrixP = K(RT |−RTC). (2.13)

2.2.3 The Equidistant Projection

The equidistant projection is a non-perspective projection implemented by so
called fish-eye-lenses. They typically have a very wide field-of-view, mostof-
ten in a range between 160 and 190 degrees, while perspectivelenses typically do
not exceed 100 degrees.

Concerning the general plenoptic sample as introduced in section 2.1.1, the
direction is parametrised by a pair of angles(φ,θ). A point M = (x,y,z)T located
on a unit sphere aroundC defines a ray of incoming light (see figure 2.1). The
anglesφ andθ are then defined as:

φ = arctan
(y

x

)

and θ = arctan

(

√

x2 +y2

z

)

,z 6= 0 (2.14)
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By placing an image plane tangential to the unit sphere with anoffset of its
origin so that the optical axis intersects at the principal point (cx,cy)

T , any image
pointm can be parametrised in polar coordinates using a radiusr(θ) and the angle
φ:

m = r(θ) ·

(

cos(φ)
sin(φ)

)

+

(

cx

cy

)

(2.15)

What remains open is the relation betweenθ and r, the functionr(θ). At
this point, the spherical projection differs from the perspective projection. In the
perspective case, the function is defined as:

rpersp(θ) = f tan(θ), (2.16)

with f a constant scale factor. This leads to the perspective division when inserting
equation (2.14) withf equivalent to the focal length:

rpersp(θ) = f

√

x2 +y2

z
(2.17)

For equidistant projection the relation betweenθ andr is linear with a constant
scalek:

requidist(θ) = kθ, (2.18)

By inserting (2.14) and (2.15) this yields the mapping from 3DpointM =(x,y,z,1)T

in camera coordinates tom = (x′,y′,1)T in image coordinates equivalent to the
camera matrixK of the pinhole camera model:

m =





r̃ cosarctan(y
x)

r̃ sinarctan(y
x)

1



+





cx

cy

1



 ,with: r̃ = karctan

(

√

x2 +y2

z

)

(2.19)

2.2.4 Back Projection

Having a 2D pointm in image coordinates, the corresponding 3D pointM has
to be reconstructed by inverting the projection fromM to m. This process is de-
scribed for the perspective projection only. For the equidistant projection instead
of the camera matrixK, equation (2.19) has to be inverted.

Due to the fact that equation (2.13) reduces the dimension from three (M ) to
two (m), this projection cannot be inverted directly. Applying aninverse transfor-
mation

M =

[

λ · (KRT)−1 | C
0T | 1

]

·

(

m
1

)

(2.20)

gives the direction fromC throughm to M , but having onlym andC, the position
of M depends onλ. All potential pointsM projecting ontom are located on the
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ray fromC throughm. Having only one observationm of M , the depthλ cannot
be reconstructed.

If there are more observations ofM from cameras in different positions, the
real position ofM andλ can be reconstructed. This is the purpose of stereo vi-
sion. The crucial part of that is to find the corresponding observationsm′ without
the knowledge ofM . Stereo analysis is a research topic of its own [Koch, 1996,
Roy and Cox, 1998, Yang and Pollefeys, 2003, Seitz and Dyer, 1997b] and it is
not discussed here in detail. One approach, the plane-sweepalgorithm, is de-
scribed in section 4.2.6.

For most of the Image-Based Rendering methods presented here it is assumed
that a stereo reconstruction can successfully be applied tothe input image se-
quences. After the reconstruction of theλ for all, or at least nearly all, pixels of all
images, they are stored in an image calleddepth map(see section 4.2.5). This is
a view-dependent 2.5D representation of the scene and together with the images
and the calibration of the cameras it is used as input data. Having the depth map,
the back projection from equation (2.20) can be used.

2.3 Limitations of the Model

The introduced camera models do not always suffice to explainthe image forma-
tion of real cameras. Many different aberrations can be found, the most dominant
ones will be discussed here. These apply to the perspective projection as well as
to the equidistant projection

The pinhole camera model assumes the projection centre to bean infinitesi-
mally small hole (aperture). In real cameras, the size of theaperture limits the
amount of light passing through in a given time interval. Photosensitive material
and sensor cells need a minimum dose of light to produce a detectable signal. With
an extremely small aperture this dose can only be reached with a long exposure
time (given standard lighting conditions).

Enlarging the pinhole to use more light rays results in blurred images. The
reason for this is that light rays from the same 3D point on an object can intersect
the image plane at different positions (figure 2.5(a)). Real cameras can only pro-
duce non-blurred images within reasonable exposure times when using lenses to
control the path of the light rays as shown in figure 2.5(b).

Lenses introduce a variety of new artefacts which can be divided into geomet-
rical and photometric distortions.
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(a) Widened pinhole (b) Camera with a lens

Figure 2.5: Projecting through a wide hole as in (a) results in a blurred image be-
cause light rays from one scene point reach the image plane atdifferent positions.
A lens as in (b) can control the optical path.

2.3.1 Geometrical Distortions

The most dominant geometrical distortions are the radial- and tangential lens dis-
tortion. Radial distortion means that all image points are shifted along radii orig-
inating at the centre of the distortion depending on their distance to that centre.
This leads to the well known pincushion- or barrel-distortion effect. According
to Tsai [1987] the radial distortion can be modelled by usinga polynomial as in
equation (2.21). This assumes that the image coordinate system is located in the
distortion centre and coordinates are normalised. Most often only the first two
coefficientsk1 andk2 are used.

m′ = m+m
n

∑
i=1

ki||m||2i (2.21)

Tangential distortion is an image point displacement alonglines tangential to
concentric circles around the distortion centre:

m′ = m+

(

−mx

my

) n

∑
i=1

ki||m||2i (2.22)

The parameters of the radial and tangential distortion can be determined with
standard calibration methods as described in [Tsai, 1987].Applying an inverse
transformation can undistort the images.

2.3.2 Photometric Distortion

Vignetting and image blur are the most common photometric distortions. Figure
2.6 illustrates the vignetting effect. With increasing distance to the centre, the
intensity of the image falls. This can also be modelled by a polynomial modulation
of the intensity:
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Figure 2.6: Radial distortion and vignetting of a 4mm micro-lens.

I ′(m) = I(m) ·
n

∑
i=1

ki||m||2i (2.23)

By applying the inverse of the intensity fall-off function, vignetting can be
removed from images.

Image blur caused by lenses is a low-pass filter process whichcuts high fre-
quencies. This information is lost and cannot be reconstructed. As discussed in
section 2.1.1 the process can be modelled with the point spread function which is
the impulse response for the lens. Each point projected by the lens is spread to a
Gaussian distribution centred around the original point.

To capture the images projected by a camera, photo sensitivesensors are used.
They consist of cells of a given area in a regular grid collecting light rays over
time. After some integration the cells are read out and aftera reset the next in-
tegration time starts. Each cell yields one pixel of the digital image. Although
different techniques likeCharge Coupled Devices (CCD)or CMOS-Sensors are
used, some image artefacts are shared by all sensors: Noise and motion blur.

Motion blur occurs if parts of the scene or the camera is moved. This meansthat
during the integration time movement of the scene or the camera becomes
visible in such a way that a scene pointM projects into different pixel po-
sition m1andm2. For non-stationary scenes the integration time must not
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exceed a given threshold to avoid motion blur. This threshold depends on
the velocity of objects.

Noise occurs, if the signal of the cells is very weak. Dark lightingconditions,
small apertures and short integration times lower the signal. This has to be
compensated by an increased gain level. The read-out amplifier has to boost
the weak signal strongly. Due to thermal effects, the cells itself have a lim-
ited signal-to-noise ratio and amplifying the signal also amplifies the noise.
Since noise is a statistical process, it cannot be measured and compensated
in a single image. On the assumption that both camera and scene are sta-
tionary approaches to remove noise typically require imagesequences over
time.

In the following it is assumed that image errors are either small and neglectable
or otherwise have been corrected by the inverse transformations in a preprocess-
ing step. All further processing assumes the pinhole cameramodel or a distinct
spherical projection.

2.4 Disparity, Depth and Parallax

Imageparallaxor disparitydescribes the effects of scene depth in the image. This
situation is explained in figure 2.7(a). A 3D pointM projects onto a 2D image
point m along the viewing rayMC connecting the 3D point and the camera cen-
tre. For a perspective camera, the simple pinhole projection model as in equation
(2.13) can be applied.

If a second camera at a different position observes the same 3D scene point,
the projected image point in the second camera will lie on theepipolar line that
is formed by the projection of the viewing rayMC into the second image. The
epipolar line itself is only determined by the relative posebetween both cameras
and the 3D point, while the position of the projected point onthe epipolar line
is determined by the scene depth relative to the first camera.The shift of the
projected image point in the displaced camera is called disparity, see figure 2.7(a).
If we assume a fixed setup of the two cameras, this disparity only depends on the
projective depthλ as in equation (2.13).

The disparity defines whether direct visual interpolation from the plenoptic
samples generates visual artefacts. Disparity is scene-dependent and needs com-
pensation with depth-dependent warping.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Projection of an infinitely distant pointM∞ has disparity zero. Fi-
nite points generate image parallax with non-zero disparity. (b) Correspondences
of planar scene points can be computed with a planar homography without any
disparity error.

2.4.1 Infinitely Distant and Planar Scenes

In some instances, there may be no disparity between the realand synthetic views.
In that case perfect reconstruction is possible without 3D scene knowledge. This is
the case for infinitely distant or planar scenes where all geometry can be compen-
sated with global homographies. For an infinitely distant point M∞ = (x,y,z,0),
the projection is independent of the camera displacement, because the homoge-
neous point coordinate is zero. Hence the point projection equation (2.13) simpli-
fies to

m = K(RT |−RTC)M∞ = K(RT |0)M∞. (2.24)

Equation 2.24 applies to both cameras 1 and 2 in figure 2.7(a).As the 3D point
M∞ is identical for both projections, it can be eliminated and acorrespondence
transfer between the image pointsml andmr is found with the homographyHlr :

m2 = K2RT
2 M∞ = K2RT

2 R1K−1
1 m1 = H12m1 (2.25)

The homographyH12 defines a planar projective mapping between both image
planes. It maps each image pointm1 onto the corresponding image pointm2 via
the relative rotation between the cameras. The correspondence transfer can also
be seen as a mapping over the infinitely distant planeΠ∞, where the resulting
disparity is zero. A similar relationship holds also for general 3D points in the
following two cases:
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1. The camera centres of both cameras coincide and both cameras define a sin-
gle plenoptic sample, with rotated optical axes. This case applies to single-
perspective panoramic imaging (see section 3.2) .

2. All scene pointsMπ lie on a real 3D-planeΠ (see figure 2.7(b)). In that
case, a homographic mapping between any 3D point on the planeMπ and
the corresponding image points(m1π,m2π) exist:

m2π = Hπ2Mπ = Hπ2H1πm1π = H12m1π (2.26)

2.4.2 Non-Planar Scenes at Finite Distance

In the general case the constraints for homography mapping are not fulfilled. Most
scenes consist of objects in different depth and all objectswithin finite distance. If
two camerasC1 andC2 with different centres of projectionC1 6= C2 observe such
a scene, disparity can be observed in the images. To be more precise, projection
of objects with different depth have different disparity.

Image synthesis has to compensate for this disparity. This can be shown with
an example. If we assume two cameras as defined above, a virtual camera is
placed halfway between both real cameras observing the samescene. The image
for this camera can be computed by interpolation from the tworeal images. If
both real images were blended without disparity compensation, the result would
contain ghosting artefacts. The content of the images wouldnot match together
and each image would be visibile as a “ghost image”.

Disparity compensation can be achieved from implicit geometrical represen-
tations such as image flow and depth maps, or from explicit 3D shape represen-
tations. If applied properly, the content of both images coincide and the blended
image is an interpolation of what the virtual camera would see.

2.5 Image Blending

When interpolating new views from two or more real images, colour and intensity
values have to be blended properly. This is even more important if images of a
virtual camera sweep are generated and assembled to a video sequence. Colours
in images from real cameras and real scenes most often differslightly over time
and space and small inconsistencies can also occur. Blendinghas to ensure that
these properties change smoothly in the virtual view.
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Blending means that for each camerai the contribution of each intesity value
Ii is weighted with a blending weightwi and added to the final output valueI :

I =
i

∑
i∈N

wiIi , with
i

∑
i∈N

wi = 1 (2.27)

It is assumed that the intensity of the images has been equalised. For each new
view generated, the blending weights have to be computed individually. When
blending camera images, two different principles can be used to determine the
weightswi: Per-pixel weights or per-camera weights.

2.5.1 Per-Pixel Blending

C
C

C
v

1

M

2

2 1

m

α α

Figure 2.8: The contribution ofC1 for a particular pixel atm can be weighted
according to the angleα.

One approach for a per-pixel blending method is described in[Verlani et al.,
2006]. They propose a blending based on the angle between theline-of-sights
from the virtual camera and each real camera as shown in figure2.8 which can be
implemented efficiently (as a fragment shader) by using the graphics hardware.
The new image is generated by applying each real image as texture in a separate
rendering pass. The alpha channel2 is used to accumulate the blending weights
used so far and ensure that the sum of all weights does not exceed 1. With a virtual
camera located atCv and a real camera located atCi observing a pointM , the angle
α between the line-of-sights from the virtual camera and eachreal camera is:

cosα =
(Cv−M)T(Ci −M)

|(Cv−M)T(Ci −M)|
(2.28)

2The alpha channel is an additional channel added to the existing red, gree anb blue channels of
an image to encode additional information for each pixel. The resulting 4-channel representation
is often referred to asRGBA
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Based onα, the contribution for a pixelm is defined as a functionf (α). For f (α)
the authors of Verlani et al. [2006] suggest two functions:

f1(α) = cosk α, f2(α) = e−kα with k∈ {2,3} (2.29)

2.5.2 Per-Camera Blending

Instead of computing the weights independently for each pixel, weights can be
computed for a given camera setup beforehand and then applied to all pixels of a
real image. In contrast to a per-pixel blending weight computed in a pixel shader,
all angles and distances are known and a global normalisation can be applied.

Barycentric Blending Weights

Starting with two camerasC1 andC2 and the virtual camera located in between
them, linear interpolation gives the following blending weights:

w1 = 1−
|C1−Cv|

|C1−C2|
, w2 = 1−

|C2−Cv|

|C1−C2|
(2.30)

If Cv does not lie on the lineC1C2, its projection onto this line has to be used in
equation (2.30) instead ofCv itself.
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Figure 2.9: Barycentric weights forCv inside a triangle of three real cameras
(a) and bi-linear interpolation between four cameras (b)(equivalent to barycentric
weighting).

Having not only one-dimensionally distributed cameras, but N real cameras,
any three centres of them span a 2D plane. It is assumed that the centre of the
virtual camera is also located on that particular plane. IfCv lies in the range
covered by real cameras, it is enclosed by a triangle formed by three real cameras.
These three cameras can be selected for interpolation and their blending weights
can be computed as the barycentric coordinates of the pointCv inside the triangle
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C1C2C3. As shown in figure 2.9(a), these weightswi correspond to the areas
opposite toCi

3. The white area is the weight forC1, the light grey area is the
weight forC2 and the dark grey area is the weight forC3. If Cv is directly placed
on the connecting line segment of two real cameras, the barycentric weight for the
third camera becomes zero leading to linear interpolation between the remainging
views as shown above.

Ci

Ci+1

i−1C

γ
δ

i

ivC

(a) 5 cameras

4C

C1

C3

C2

vC

(b) Extrapolation

Figure 2.10: (a)Generalised barycentric coordinates for convex polygons and (b)
extrapolation which lead to negative barycentric coordinates and cannot be solved
with eq. (2.31).

Barycentric coordinates are not limited to triangles. Considering 4 cameras
aroundCv forming a quadrilateral, barycentric weighting directly leads to bi-
linear interpolation as show in figure 2.9(b). A generalisedextension to convex
polygons is given by Meyer [2002]. In this case, as illustrated in figure 2.10(a),
the barycentric weightwi for each real camera corresponding to a vertex of the
convex polygon can be computed from the adjacent verticesCi−1, Ci+1 andCv

only:

wi =
cotγi +cotδi

||Cv−Ci||2
(2.31)

This is only defined if convexity is ensured and ifCv does not lie on an edge
of the polygon. IfCv lies on a line between two vertices, one of the anglesγi

andδi becomes 0, which results in an undefined cotangent. Before computing the
weights, the polygon has to be checked for this undefined case. If Cv is located on
an edge, interpolation can be reduced to two cameras with linear blending weights.
The convexity constraint can be fulfilled by proper selection of real cameras to use
(see figure 2.11). A camera selection scheme ensuring convexity is presented in
section 5.1.3.

3This is not only valid for this example, it is a property of barycentric coordinates.
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4C C3

C1
C2

C5
vC

Figure 2.11: A non-convex camera setup. Eliminating one camera out of
C2,C3,C5 would result in a convex setup.

Extrapolation

In contrast to view interpolation, where the virtual camerais surrounded by real
cameras, extrapolation is performed if the virtual camera is moved outside of the
region covered by real cameras. In this case, barycentric weighting cannot be used
for blending, because the virtual camera will be outside of any polygon spanned
by the real cameras. This would yield negative barycentric coordinates for some
cameras and those negative weights would corrupt the composed image. Instead,
distance-based linear blending can be used forN active cameras:

wi = 1−
|Ci −Cv|

∑ j<N
j=0 |Cj −Cv|

(2.32)

Hole filling

In some cases unfilled regions in the reconstructed image canremain even if sur-
rounding cameras and the blending weights are selected properly. This problem
occurs, for example, if the virtual camera is closer to the scene than the real cam-
eras. Regions occluded in the nearest real cameras can becomevisible in the new
view.

To fill these regions not seen by any of the real cameras used for blending,
data from real cameras which have seen these regions have to be used. Typically,
the real views closest to the virtual camera are selected forblending, so additional
information can only be contributed by real cameras with increased distance. For
each pixel to fill, the useful real views have to be determinedand blending weights
have to be computed.

This implies that image generation cannot be reduced to the nearestN real
views. In the worst case, all real views have to be taken into account and many
different combinations of real views have to be blended. To cope with this in-
creased complexity in an implementation, per-pixel blending can be preferred to
per-camera blending. Per-pixel blending has the advantage, that the number of
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contributing views does not have to be known in advance (before computing the
pixel value).

2.6 Programmable Graphics Hardware

The idea of specialised computer graphics hardware is that the demanding process
of computing colour values for every pixel on the screen can be accelerated and
computed concurrently by using optimised hardware. Drivenby the development
of computer games, the performance of graphics processing units (GPU) grew
faster than that of the CPUs. Today’s GPUs are not just configurable, but also
programmable which allows to change the process of how pixels are computed. To
make programmable graphics hardware understandable first the standard graphics
pipeline as defined by OpenGL is presented.

Hardware-accelerated rendering only knows a few primitiveitems (primitives)
to be drawn: Points, lines and polygons. They are all specified by vertices. A
vertex is a 3D homogeneous point. These vertices are transformed by matrix
multiplications to project them into a virtual camera. Following the pinhole cam-
era model, intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are given in aprojection matrixand
a so-calledmodel-view matrix, respectively. The model-view matrix transforms
object-centered coordinates into camera-centred coordinates and the projection
matrix transforms from camera- to normalised device coordinates followed by
the perspective division. All these transformations together are called thevertex
pipeline.

Using these vertices in normalised device coordinates, therasteriser processes
the primitives and generatesfragmentsfilling the space between the vertices ac-
cording to the primitive type and the required output resolution. A fragment can be
seen as a potential pixel. For every fragment, the fragment processing has to deter-
mine the colour. This is done by using static colour information, material proper-
ties, light source and textures. A fragment passes several tests, for example z-test
to ensure correct occlusion, a user-defined alpha-test, a scissor- and a stencil test.
A viewport-transformation into screen-space coordinatesthen addresses pixels on
the screen. The corresponding pixel is coloured from the fragment that passes all
tests. All these transformations together are called thefragment pipeline.

Figure 2.12 illustrates the graphics pipeline of OpenGL.
So far, this process can only be configured by changing parameters. Pro-

grammability is introduced at two positions. The vertex pipeline is replaced by
a programmable vertex processing unit and the fragment- or pixel-pipeline is re-
placed by a programmable fragment processing unit. The rasteriser and the frag-
ment tests are kept identical. By not replacing the whole pipeline with a generic
processor, a high degree of parallelism can be achieved. Thevertex computa-
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Figure 2.12: A simplified schematic diagram of the standard OpenGL pipeline
sometimes referred to asFixed Function Pipeline

tion is independent of the fragment computation and each of both can be done by
multiple processing units.

The user can upload programs to the processing units calledvertex program
or vertex shaderand fragment program/fragment shader. A vertex program is
run whenever a vertex is inserted into the GPU. The input of the program can be
the vertex position, colours, matrices and more. The resultof a vertex program is
always one vertex. Vertices cannot be created or discarded in a vertex program4. A
fragment shader can access 3D positions, textures and texture coordinates, colour
and more. The result can be a colour but the fragment can also be discarded. There
are different programming languages for shader programs. For this work a C-like
language calledCg [Fernando and Kilgard, 2003] has been used.

To access textures and look-up colours in a texture, GPUs have a limited num-
ber of n texture units. Each texture unit can bind a texture so that a fragment
program can accessn textures during operations. The binding of textures to tex-
ture units cannot be changed while the fragment shader is working.

GPUs need memory for their computations. This memory is located on the
graphics card to allow high-bandwidth memory access. In addition, main memory
can be mapped into the address range of the GPU but access to main memory is
slower than to local memory. The local memory can be used to store textures or
lists of vertices and more. So-calledFramebuffer Objects (FBO)allow to manage
and access memory. A common technique is to setup an FBO as destination for
the GPU so that the result of the rendering is not displayed onthe screen but kept
in local memory. In a second render pass, this memory is used as a texture for
further computations. Several of the Image-Based Rendering methods in chapter
5 make extensive use of the programmable graphics hardware.

The complexity and performance of GPUs has increased rapidly over the last

4Thegeometry shaderof the latest GPU architectures can create or discard vertices,
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few years, hence only a snapshot of the development can be given here. Current
GPUs (late 2006) have up to 128 processing units working concurrently, which
can be used for vertex or fragment processing. Up to 1.1 ·109 vertices and 36·
109 pixels per second can be processed (Nvidia GeForce 8800GTX). This can be
doubled or multiplied by four if two or four GPUs are coupled to work together.
An overview of the GPUs used for this thesis can be found in appendix A.2.



Chapter 3

Related Work

The field of Image-Based Rendering has existed for roughly a decade now. In this
chapter an overview of system and methods for view synthesiswhich have been
developed during that period will be given. As mentioned in the introduction, this
chapter has previously been published as a contribution to “3D View Synthesis” in
[Koch and Evers-Senne, 2005] which appeared in July 2005. Atnearly the same
time, Shum, Chang and Kang published their book “Image-Based Rendering”
[Shum et al., 2005], which is a comprehensive work covering all aspects of that
research area. They also give a very detailed review of existing techniques.

3.1 Categorisation of Image-Based View Synthesis
Methods

Image-based view synthesis is essentially a re-sampling ofthe plenoptic function
(of light rays). Synthesising a virtual view is equivalent to generating the set of
light rays that form the pixels of the new image. In the last ten years several
different approaches have been developed.

3.1.1 Previous Categorisation Approaches

A standard classification scheme has not yet evolved and several survey papers all
use different categorisations.

Kang [1997] presented one of the first approaches for structuring IBR meth-
ods. He proposed 4 categories: non-physical1 based image mapping, mosaicing,
interpolation from dense samples, and geometrically-valid pixel re-projection.

1The projection properties of the generated images are not related to existing physical imaging
devices.

29
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McMillan and Gortler [1999] distinguished IBR systems basedon their inter-
mediate data representation: approximate scene geometry,images in databases to
represent different environment locations, and images as reference scene models
from which new views are interpolated.

Shum and Kang [2000] classified IBR systems into three categories depend-
ing on how much geometric information they use: Systems not using any geo-
metric information, systems using implicit geometry, and systems using explicit
geometry. The termimplicit geometryis attributed to all systems that extract the
geometrical information directly from the given images, while the termexplicit
geometryis used to describe systems that utilise additional geometric sources or
externally given 3D surface data. IBR systems utilising implicit geometry differ
with respect to its use for depth compensation.

3.1.2 Taxonomy of IBR Systems

The following discussion follows the categorisation of Shum and Kang, however,
geometry alone does not suffice for categorisation. An important additional factor
is the spatial placement of thePSand the poses of the virtual views. Given an arbi-
trarily structured scene, the following three topics definethe amount of geometry
which has to be used for view synthesis.

1. Sampling Density. If samples are distributed densely over space, in such a
way that for each synthesised viewing ray there is a real plenoptic sample
close by, re-sampling is simplified to ray selection and colour interpola-
tion between the nearby rays. The depth parallax will not distort the novel
view and approximately geometry-free reconstructions arepossible. Promi-
nent examples of such reconstructions are panoramic viewing and light field
approaches. This simplification does not hold for sparse sampling, where
novel views are generated with possibly large parallax. Forvirtual views
that are far from real views, parallax-dependent compensation is necessary
and geometric warping must be employed.

2. Distribution of sample positions. The spatial arrangement of samples al-
lows to design special configurations where parallax-free rendering is possi-
ble in a restricted spatial range. It is clear that direct rendering can be used if
novel views coincide with real sample positions. This is thecase for spher-
ical panoramas where free look-around capabilities exist but no viewpoint
change is possible. The samples can be distributed arbitrarily. Recently, a
large number of systems have been designed that exploit spacial dense and
regular 1D or 2D arrangements of the samples. A typical 1D arrangement
is the concentric mosaic that places dense sampling of real viewpoints on a
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circular path by rotating a camera on a fixed rod. Novel views can be gen-
erated if the rendered position is in the plane of the camera’s movement and
the viewing direction is restricted to lie inside the circle.

The light field approach is a 2D arrangement where samples areplaced
in a 2D planar or spherical patch around the scene. Novel views can be
generated from viewpoints inside a restricted volume.

3. Possible poses of virtual views. The goal of IBR is rendering from freely-
chosen novel viewpoints. However, some systems impose restrictions on
the possibles poses. In a panoramic viewer, full rotationalinteraction is
possible but one may only hop between discrete viewpoints. For a light
field, free viewpoint selection is possible within a restricted viewing volume
and viewing direction, and for 3D reconstructions, the virtual camera may
move continuously with full 6 degrees of freedom.

The taxonomy used here groups the different IBR approaches w.r.t. the above
mentioned categories. Three dimensions of influence have been identified that are
drawn in the category overview figure 3.1:

1. Geometry axis: The use of geometry needed to compensate for scene par-
allax, ranging from systems without parallax compensation, to coarse ge-
ometrical approximations, local image correspondences and on to full 3D
information. This axis is mostly correlated with the complexity of the sys-
tem, because the precise extraction of geometrical information from images
is difficult.

2. Image axis: The spatial distribution of thePS, ranging from few to many
unstructured samples in the lower half, and a structured dense sampling in
the top half of the graph. This axis is correlated with the memory demand
of the system and the complexity of image acquisition, because very many
images may be needed in a possibly highly structured way.

3. Virtual viewpoint selection (colour-coded): The ultimate goal of each
IBR system is full freedom of the virtual camera pose, but somesystems
like panoramas restrict the camera motion to discrete positions, others allow
only restricted motion. I have coarsely categorised the methods into three
motion categories: predetermined discrete positions (black), constrained
motion along predetermined path (dark grey) and unrestricted motion (light
grey).

In the following sections, known algorithms are presentd and discussed in
relation to this taxonomy.
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virtual camera.

3.2 Rendering without Geometry

IBR Methods within this category use no geometry informationat all. Since no
parallax compensation is possible, the sampling must be either very dense, or the
possible motion is restricted to lie near to the sample positions. Basically, these
methods use a high sampling density and avoid geometric complexity.

3.2.1 The Aspen Movie-Map

The earliest system to obtain restricted interactive look-around capabilities was
the Aspen Movie-Map by Lippman [1980]. A car was driven alongthe streets
of Aspen, Colorado, recording simultaneously 4 camera streams looking at right
angles to cover a cylindrical view of the scene for every 3 m (see figure 3.2(a)).
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The streams were captured on video disk for interactive play-back. This allowed
to render novel views from the given camera path with interactive look-around
capabilities. As the video stream could be edited at street intersections, one could
interactively select the route by switching between segments of the video stream.
However, no deviation from the given camera path and positions was possible.

4−Camera
Sample

Road intersection

(a) Aspen Movie-Map

Cylindrical 
Panorama

(b) QuicktimeVR

Figure 3.2: (a) Aspen Movie-Map is based on dense sampling with 4 cameras.
For each sample point, 4 orthogonal views were stored and could be selected in-
teractively. (b) QuicktimeVR uses less dense sampling but obtains high-resolution
cylindrical or spherical panoramas.

3.2.2 Quicktime VR

A similar approach is used in Apple’s Quicktime VR (QVR) system [Chen, 1995],
where panoramic images are taken at discrete viewpoint positions(see figure 3.2(b)).
A camera is rotated on a tripod at the fixed position and all images are stitched to-
gether to form a plenoptic sample with a cylindrical or spherical panoramic view
of the scene [Shum and Szeliski, 1997]. By selecting the camera positions during
capturing properly, the user can interactively explore thescene by switching be-
tween different panoramas. The virtual viewpoints are restricted to lie exactly on
the sampled real views, but look-around capability is provided by the cylindrical
or spherical representation.

The Aspen Movie map system and QVR differ with respect to the spatial sam-
pling. Both systems collect plenoptic samples of the scene, but the samples in the
Aspen system are arranged in a systematic 2D linear grid, while QVR samples are
located arbitrarily.
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3.2.3 Central Perspective Panoramas

The panoramas discussed here use the single centre perspective assumption. There-
fore, there is no parallax between the images, which allows high fidelity in the
reconstruction. More recent implementations of such a system can also be found
in [Antone and Teller, 2002, Teller et al., 2003], where additional spatial informa-
tion and view interpolation is described. Kawasaki et al. [2001] use sequences of
panoramic images (same as in [Takahashi et al., 2000]) to render cities with this
approach.

Despite their simplicity, panoramas are a very attractive means of IBR and ver-
satile in use. Central perspective panoramas are easy to capture and mosaic stitch-
ing software nowadays comes with many digital cameras. Theydeliver best image
quality for static scenes, and novel multi-camera hardwaredevelopments even al-
low panoramic video streams with high fidelity [Kang et al., 2003]. Panoramas
can also be used to capture environment maps of the incident light with high dy-
namic range images for integration of virtual objects in real scenes [Debevec,
1998].

For video communications, panoramic images can serve to create and visualise
static background, but due to the missing parallax they cannot be used to generate
novel views of near-by objects.

3.2.4 Manifold Mosaicing

More recently, a number of approaches have been introduced to overcome the
limitation of fixed viewpoints, and alternative sampling and reconstruction ap-
proaches have been investigated. They are all based on the assumption that novel
views may be generated from a dense sampling of the scene. As afull 3D sam-
pling of thePF is not feasible, subspaces are sampled densely to allow bounded
continuous view reconstruction.

A panorama has a fixed viewpoint and is parametrised by the twodirection
angles of the sphere. Peleg and Herman [1997] developed a newtype of non-
central panoramas calledmanifold mosaics. The camera is not fixed but moves
on some predefined trajectory while recording dense sequences. The camera mo-
tion is typically 1-dimensional, following a linear or circular track. Unlike con-
ventional central perspective mosaic stitching the resulting manifold panorama
is composed of small image stripes from all the different views into one multi-
perspective manifold image. Figure 3.3(a) shows the capture and strip selection
for a manifold mosaic. The work was inspired by the 1-d push-broom line scanner
cameras that are used in aerial imaging of a flat terrain. All data can be stored to-
gether in a spatio-temporal image volume (figure 3.3(b)). The manifold panorama
can therefore be described by an MCOP (Multiple Centre Of Projection) image
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Figure 3.3: (a) Top: Manifold recording along a linear path by selecting fixed
columns in each image. Bottom: Depending on the selected column, a sheared
left or right view for stereo viewing can be generated. (b) Images are arranged in
the epipolar plane image volume (EPI). Slicing the EPI alonga fixed column over
all images will generate a manifold mosaic.

[Rademacher and Bishop, 1998]) where each image stripe (imagelines perpendic-
ular to the image motion) has another projection centre and is taken from another
image. There is a strong relation to the EPI (epipolar plane image analysis by
Bolles and Baker [1986]) that slice the space-time image volume to analyse 3D
scene parallax.

Typically, the camera motion will be linear in horizontal direction only, and
from each image a central 1-d slit column will be used to pasteinto the panorama.
The resulting image has central perspective in the verticalcolumn direction but
parallel perspective in the horizontal direction of cameramotion. Therefore, a
parallax compensation is needed for the vertical perspective image direction. It
is easy to generate stereoscopic panoramas from this configuration by selecting
sheared columns that control the gaze direction. See also Rousso et al. [1997,
1998] for detailed description.
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3.2.5 Concentric Mosaics

The concentric mosaic as proposed by Shum and He [1999] is a special configu-
ration of a manifold mosaic. A camera is mounted on a horizontal arm and rotated
on a circular path around an axis of revolution looking outwards, see figure 3.4(a).
A dense image sequence is recorded along the path. Similar tothe linear manifold
mosaic, vertical image stripes are cut from the image sequence to form MCOP
images that are parametrised by the rotation angle and the elevation angle of the
column height. Depending on the gaze angle of the column, thepanorama for
each sliti can be viewed as a bundle of rays that all lie tangential to a concentric
circle of radiusr i. By selecting the image column, different radii are used, each
forming a concentric mosaic. The central column generates acircle with radius 0
(a conventional cylindrical panorama).
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Figure 3.4: (a) A camera is rotated with angleφ on a circular path. Image
columns+i and−i coincide with rays tangential to a circle with radiusr i. (b) Im-
age columns for a virtual view are taken from the tangential rays of the concentric
mosaic.

Essentially, a concentric mosaic records a dense circular disk of view positions
of thePF. The resulting plenoptic function is parametrised in threedimensions by
the rotation and elevation angles as well as the radiusr that describes the circle
selected by the column.

I(λ) = PlenConcentric(φ,θ, r) (3.1)

Virtual views can be rendered from the concentric mosaics ifthe viewing po-
sition is constrained to lie within the bound of the concentric circles. To compose
a new view, the horizontal viewing direction of each image column is computed
and the tangent ray for each light ray is computed from interpolation between the
recorded concentric mosaics (see figure 3.4(b)). The interpolation is possible only
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for horizontal rays that lie within the concentric plane. The vertical elevation an-
gle is not interpolated but the stored image columns are stitched together directly.
The resulting images are not perspective since parallax on the elevation angle is
not compensated, but image deformations are minor as long asthe elevation open-
ing angle of the camera is small [Shum et al., 2002]. Again, stereoscopic views
can be created by rendering two displaced views from the sameconcentric mo-
saic. These stereo images can be used for direct stereoscopic viewing, or scene
depth can be extracted with conventional binocular stereo analysis.

3.2.6 Cross-Slit Panoramas

The cross-slit projection (X-slits) proposed by Weinshallet al. [2002] and Zomet et al.
[2003] is a generalisation of most of the above mentioned techniques. A novel
camera model is proposed that uses two displaced 3D lines (slits) to describe the
projection process. In that general model, the possible projection rays are formed
by all possible connections between both slits. If both slits intersect in a single
point then the X-slit model degenerates to the central perspective model with a
single focal point and a spherical ray representation. If both slits do not intersect,
some constraints on the projection will hold. One interesting configuration is to
use a horizontal and a vertical slit. Fixing a single point onthe horizontal slit will
generate a vertical 1-d slice of the image (push-broom image). It can be used to
render novel views from manifold panoramas where the horizontal slit defines the
positions of the input images and the vertical slit defines the image slices. This
is equivalent to cut slices in the spatio-temporal image volume of the input se-
quence. Bakstein and Pajdla [2003b] use this model to construct novel views with
high fidelity. Concentric mosaics can also be described with this model. Com-
bining a ray-space representation, omnidirectional plenoptic sampling and x-slit
projection Bakstein and Pajdla [2003c] generate new omnidirectional views and
stereo mosaics from high-resolution concentric mosaics.

3.2.7 Light Field Rendering

Levoy and Hanrahan [1996] introduced theLight Field which allows free 3D mo-
tion of the virtual view in a bounded volume. The light field interpolates new
views using a 4D representation of the plenoptic function. It is based on the as-
sumption that light rays are emitted from the surface of an object that is enclosed
by a rectangular bounding box. The system records all rays that leave one side of
the bounding box by placing a very dense regular 2D-grid of cameras looking into
the bounding box. Two coplanar planes(u,v) and(s, t) are placed in such a way
that the optical centres of the real cameras are located in the (s, t) camera plane
(the sample positionsx,y) while the image planes are all rectified to the(u,v) pixel
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plane (the viewing directionsφ,θ). This setup is shown in figure 3.5(a). To cap-
ture the appearance of an object from all sides, six(u,v,s, t)-configurations have
to be placed around it.
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Figure 3.5: (a) 4D Lightfield parametrisation with two planes. Each light ray is
defined by the intersection with(u,v)-(s, t)-coordinates. (b) Ray interpolation
for novel view synthesis. Raya is interpolated correctly, while rayb has parallax
artefacts due to displaced scene geometry.

Because of the specialised capturing geometry, the Plenoptic Function can be
re-parametrised from the 5D function (2.4) to a 4D representation (figure 3.5(a)).
Each light ray passing through the volume between the planescan be described by
its intersection points with the planes. Thus the PlenopticFunction can be written
as:

I(λ) = PlenLightfield(u,v,s, t) (3.2)

During recording, for all pixels of all real views, light rays are computed and
parametrised as in equation (3.2). All these light rays are stored in a ray database
called the Light Field.

A new view can be generated if it is placed outside of the bounding box look-
ing inside or vice versa. For each pixeli of the new view, a viewing rayr i is
computed that passes through the 2-plane parametrisation and generates a partic-
ular sample(ui ,vi,si, ti). If such a sample exists in the database, the appropriate
colour value is assigned to the pixeli. If no matching ray can be found, the nearest
ones are selected and blended. In general, a desired ray may not pass through the
optical centre of one real camera, but it passes between 4 centres of real cameras.
For that reason there are four potential(u,v)-coordinates. When the desired ray
passes through the(s, t) plane in general it will not hit one centre of a pixel but
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will pass between four pixels centres giving four(s, t)-coordinates. For these four
corresponding pairs of(u,v)-(s, t)-coordinates, rays can be looked up in the ray
database and quadrilinear interpolation is performed.

The chosen parametrisation assumes a flat scene lying in the(s, t) plane. The
visual reconstruction can achieve high accuracy, if a givenscene matches this
criterion or if the sampling is very dense so that the distance between adjacent
camera centres is small. Less dense sampling of the viewing space and non-flat
structures result in visual artefacts due to interpolationbetween views, as no par-
allax compensation is used. In figure 3.5(b) the effect of scene parallax in the
lightfield is shown. A virtual camera is placed at positionCv and novel raysa
andb are interpolated from the nearby cameras at positionsC1 andC2. For ray
a, a valid interpolation is found since the scene surface coincides with the pixel
plane. For rayb, however, parallax effects will occur as the wrong viewing rays
are interpolated.

3.2.8 Lumigraph

Simultaneously to the light field, Gortler et al. [1996] developed theirLumigraph
system. Very similar to the light field, a ray database parametrised by two planes
is built and view synthesis selects rays from it. To handle image acquisition from a
hand-held camera, images from cameras which are not coplanar to the(s, t)-plane
are rectified and mapped onto the light field plane. This rectifying interpolation
uses a convex 3D shape approximation of the scene, the visualhull obtained from
silhouette intersection. Thus the categorisation of the Lumigraph is chosen to be
with some approximate geometry for preprocessing. The rendering itself does not
use any geometry for scene warping.

3.2.9 Ray Space

Another 4D re-parametrisation of the Plenoptic Function istheRay Space. First
published by Fujii [1994] it uses a plane in space to define bundles of rays passing
through this plane. For the(x,y)-plane atz= 0 each ray can be described by its
intersection with the plane at(x,y) and two angles(θ,φ) giving the direction:

I(λ) = PlenRaySpace(x,y,θ,φ) (3.3)

After capturing a scene with several cameras the re-parametrised data can be
stored in a 4D structure. New views can then be synthesised bylooking up in-
tensities from this ray database. This method is a hybrid between 4D-Light field
and EPI. Fujii and Tanimoto [2002] exploit this approach in their Free-Viewpoint
TV (FTV) system.
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3.2.10 Related Techniques

Several extensions to the light field and Lumigraph methods have been presented
in the last few years. Buehler et al. [2001] proposedUnstructured Lumigraph
rendering, which is a hybrid design between view dependent texture mapping
(VDTM) and Light Field rendering. Unlike VDTM, they do not rely on a high-
quality geometric model, but they need a geometrical approximation of the scene.

Tong et al. [2002] enhanced the Lumigraph by layers of different resolution
for effective Level-of-Detail control based on the optimalsampling for a given
scene complexity. Via epipolar plane image analysis [Bollesand Baker, 1986]
surface planes are identified in the scene and a geometry approximation is gener-
ated for VDTM texturing.

Kurashima et al. [2002] set up a video conferencing system using a geometry
approximation and View Dependent Texture Mapping to generate perspectively
corrected views. From up to four cameras observing the user,a plane+parallax
approximation is calculated.

Isaksen et al. [2000] propose a framework for dynamic re-parametrisation of
4D Lightfields. It allows arbitrary scenes and camera setupsand opens up several
other possible effects like aperture or depth-of-field.

Takahashi et al. [2000] use image sequences from hemispherical cameras taken
from a driving car and analyse where the virtual camera can beplaced. New views
are then synthesised by collecting slits (rays) from different images.

Naemura et al. [2001] describe an approach to synthesise arbitrary new views
from Integral Photography images for auto-stereoscopic displays. Integral Pho-
tography (IP) is a technique for dense spatial sampling of the plenoptic function
by using micro-lens arrays in front of one single standard CCD sensor. Each
micro-lens has its own centre of projection which makes thissetup similar to a
grid of small classic cameras. Due to the limited resolutionof the sensor which is
shared by all lenses, the angular resolution is small compared with a standard cam-
era. Auto-stereoscopic displays use the inverse method by displaying multiple-
perspective images on screens with lens or prism-arrays, see chapter 14 for more
details.

An efficient Light Field representation for known or estimated geometry has
been proposed by Chen et al. [2002]. By factorisation of 4-dimensional light field
data into surface maps and view maps, compression can and rendering is per-
formed with the use of programmable graphics hardware. The restriction of a flat
scene is circumvented.
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3.3 Rendering with Geometry Compensation

So far, only methods have been described which do not handle scene parallax
explicitly because it is assumed that a dense sampling or planar scene will avoid
parallax effects. The trade-off is that one is restricted inthe interactive camera
pose selection for the virtual view. If full 3-dimensional interaction is desired, then
parallax effects must be compensated during rendering. It can be distinguished
between methods thatinterpolatebetween given views along a predefined path,
and theextrapolationof virtual views by freely selecting the pose.

3.3.1 Disparity-Based Interpolation

Disparity-based interpolation methods, or 2D-morphing, interpolate novel per-
spective views from a given pair of real views and a given dense correspondence
map between the views. The relative pose of both real views isknown, hence
one can compute the epipolar geometry between the views which encodes the
direction of the correspondence vector for each image point. The disparity en-
codes the length of the epipolar displacement for each imagecorrespondence.
Chen and Williams [1993] introduced view interpolation by linear interpolation
of the length of the 2D-correspondence vectors (the disparity). With this method,
the virtual view is placed on the line between the real cameracentres. Correct per-
spective views will be generated only if the real cameras arein rectified standard
stereo geometry. Seitz and Dyer [1996] extended this methodto view morphing,
where the real views are pre-rectified to standard stereo geometry before disparity
interpolation. This allows for perspectively correct linear interpolation between
tilted camerasPl andPr (see figure 3.6(a)).

In the rectification step, each real camera image is rectifiedby homography
mapping onto a rectified image plane that is parallel to the baselineCr −Cl be-
tween the cameras, and epipolar lines correspond to horizontal pixel coordinates.
The disparity between corresponding image pixelml andmr is simplified to the
displacement of x-coordinatesd = xr − xl . Linear interpolation of the rectified
image onto a virtual camera centreCv is performed on the x-coordinates only:

xv = xl +
|Cv −Cl|

|Cr −Cl|
d (3.4)

Cooke et al. [2002] use view morphing in 3D-video conferencing. From seg-
mented disparity maps and images, special representationswith low redundancy
are assembled for transmission.

Proper interpolation is possible if the disparity of each pixel is known. Finding
correspondences from the image data is the most critical task. Problems occur at
object boundaries where the background is uncovered or occluded in one of the
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Figure 3.6: (a) View morphing interpolates along a linear camera path for arbi-
trary camera orientation. The (dark) background object is partially occluded in the
real images due to the (light) foreground object, hence someimage regions may
not be interpolated. (b) Interpolation geometry for rectified images is simplified
to horizontal interpolation.

images. In those regions no correspondence can be established and holes may
occur in the interpolated image.

3.3.2 Image Transfer Methods

Image Transfer Methods generate new images by a direct mathematical correla-
tion between pixels of the source images and the pixels of thedestination image.
No intermediate representations are used.

The fundamental geometric relations between two and three images can be
exploited for view synthesis. Disparity interpolation actually is such a method
where the 2D correspondence is separated into epipolar line(direction) and dis-
parity (length). In uncalibrated systems, the fundamentalmatrix (chapter 6) can
also be exploited to define the epipolar geometry.

Image transfer can also be used to extrapolate view, thus allowing more free-
dom in virtual viewpoint selection. Laveau and Faugeras [1997] use epipolar
transfer to extrapolate novel views from a set of given reference views. For the
virtual view, epipolar geometry is computed with two reference views and corre-
spondences are searched for in those views. A combination ofdisparity estimation
and image warping has been proposed by Schaufler and Priglinger [1999]. Re-
stricting the disparity search along epipolar lines reduces the complexity toO(n2)
from O(n3).

Avidan and Shashua [1997] introducedTrifocal Tensor Warpingto compute
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correspondences with the trifocal tensorT, see chapter 6.T defines the fun-
damental geometry for three views, which describes the image transfer between
these views. If the tensor between three views and the correspondence between
two views is known for calibrated cameras, one can directly specify the corre-
spondence in the third image and transfer the image intensity to the third image.
The third view can be used to define the virtual camera and trifocal image transfer
can be applied to synthesise the novel view.

3.3.3 Depth-Based Extrapolation

So far, image correspondences have been used to compensate scene parallax. As
discussed in section 3.3.1 (figure 3.6(a)), occluding boundaries will block parts of
the view and leave unmodelled regions that cannot be interpolated from the image
data.

If a dense depth map is given, novel views can be synthesised using depth-
compensated warping. A depth map contains the scene depth for every image
point of a given view. Sometimes it is called 2.5 D view, as it contains 3D infor-
mation, but from a single view point only.

Depth could come from additional sensors like a range scanner, or from stereo-
scopic depth estimation from multiple views. Dense correspondence estimation
from a single image pair will always leave some background regions undefined,
but the fusion of multiple views into a unique depth map allows dense depth com-
putation [Koch et al., 1998].

If the disparity of a pixel is known and the relative pose between the real
cameras, the depth can be computed. If more than two views areavailable, multi-
view stereo approaches can be used to handle occlusions, andholes in the disparity
maps can be filled from other views. The typical result of a such a stereo algorithm
is a dense depth map: an image which codes the distance of eachpixel in the
original image. Having a per-pixel depth, the movement of the virtual camera is
not restricted and allows to extrapolate novel views from one single image and the
associated depth map.

The simplest method is forward-warping of the pixel from thereal view into
the virtual view. A scene pointM = (x,y,z)T in euclidean notion is projected to
an image pointm with the given pose(R,C) using equation (2.13):

λ ·m = KRT(M −C). (3.5)

λ is the pixel depth value which is lost during projection. Having the projec-
tive depthλ for the pixel from depth estimation, the 3D scene pointM can be
reconstructed as given in equation (2.20)
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The desired pointmv in the virtual cameraPv is then determined by projecting
M into the virtual camera (see figure 3.7(a)):

mv = PvM = λ · (KvR
T
v )(KRT)−1 ·m+(C−Cv). (3.6)

Equation 3.6 is another form of epipolar pixel transfer fromthe real to the
virtual view. In fact, it directly describes the epipolar line withzas free parameter.

One implementation of the described warping isDepth-Image Based Ren-
dering as proposed by Fehn [2004]. It generates stereo image pairs from one
monoscopic image and a depth map.

Depth extrapolation does not solve the occlusion problem, because parts that
are occluded in the real view may become visible for a new view. Without any
further information this results in holes or artefacts evenif the depth map is com-
pletely filled. Having depth maps for adjacent views, forward mapping can be ap-
plied for these too, which can solve the occlusion problem. But forward mapping
from multiple images is redundant for non-occluded regionsand can also produce
holes if the resolution of the source and the destination image are different.

3.3.4 Layered Depth Images

To overcome the problem of occlusions,Layered Depth Images(LDI) were intro-
duced by Shade et al. [1998]. The idea is to generate a multi-valued depth map
combining depth information from several real views into a single LDI-view by
fusing depth information and adding additional layers for each pixel correspond-
ing to the different layers in the scene. In this way, both foreground and back-
ground object are stacked in the same representation and occlusion artefacts can
be avoided.

Chang and Zakhor [1999] have also proposed similar multivalued representa-
tions. In an acquisition phase, dense depth maps are computed and planes are
fitted in low contrast regions. These planes are identified and tracked trough
the image sequence. After transformation of all depth maps into one reference
frame, a multi-layered representation with both colour anddepth information is
constructed. View generation from multi-layered images can be performed by
forward-mapping each pixel of each layer via its depth information. Care has to
be taken to ensure that nearby objects are not overdrawn by background objects.
The layers have to be traversed in back-to-front order and depth-tests are needed
when updating pixels in the destination image (see figure 3.7(b)).

LDI representations can be computed from multiple real views simultaneously
if a multi-camera plane-sweep algorithm is used [Collins., 1996]. A plane is posi-
tioned in space, all real images are projected onto the plane, and the image consis-
tency of the projection for all images is tested. If all projections yield a consistent
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photometric measure (the photo-consistency), the colour and depth of the projec-
tion is saved in the LDI.

Yang et al. [2002] use a plane-sweep directly for rendering from given real
views based on photo-consistency. Instead of computing an LDI, they directly
render the colour and depth values of the plane sweep into thenew view. For each
pixel, photo-consistency decides if it is accepted or rejected. Then the plane is
moved along the optical axis of the virtual camera. This process is repeated until
the virtual view is completely filled.

A slightly different method oftexture slicing, also known as elevation maps,
is proposed by Vogelgsang and Greiner [2003]. The per-pixeldepth is stored in
the alpha-channel of the textures and a plane-sweep algorithm uses alpha test to
decide which pixel to render. The planes are rendered in depth intervals which
are calculated by taking projection errors into account. Ifa pixel on a plane cor-
responds to a depth map pixel, the colour is taken from the associated pixel in the
real view.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Using depth maps allows extrapolation, occluded regions have
to be filled from other cameras. (b) Fusing depth from multiple cameras into a
multilayer representation allows extrapolation from the LDI without gaps.

3.4 Rendering from Approximate Geometry

Multi-layered depth images are a first step towards globallyconsistent models
of the scene. Many other methods have been proposed to generate intermediate
representations from the images and depth maps. This can be called modelling,
because a static 3D model is created. If the resolution of themodel is quite rough
it is sometimes referred to as ageometry proxy, a geometrical approximation.
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3.4.1 Planar Scene Approximation

LDI representations use plane hypotheses that are perpendicular to the optical
axes. Often, the scene is rather restricted in depth. If the region of interest is
roughly of continuous depth to the camera, a planar approximation may help to
compensate parallax effects. One example is the Lumigraph approach where the
scene geometry is approximated by a fitting plane that coincides with the(s, t)
image plane. The scene geometry can now be thought of as decomposed into
some fitting planes and additional local parallax components. Virtual views are
interpolated by rectifying the real views into the virtual view by way of planar
homography mapping. The deviations of the real scene depth from the fitting
planes will cause image distortions due to the local parallax effects. If the fitting
plane describes the dominant scene geometry well, global homography mapping
is a suitable rendering method. Buehler et al. [2001] and Bolles and Baker [1986]
use this method.

3.4.2 View Dependent Texture Mapping

If a consistent 3D surface is available, traditional polygon rendering techniques
can be applied. In conjunction with dense input imagery, thepolygon model can
be used as approximate global geometry, and the real views that are nearest to
the virtual view are mapped onto the surface. This is calledView Dependent Tex-
ture Mapping(VDTM) and has been introduced by Debevec et al. [1998]. VDTM
bridges the gap between traditionally textured surface models and IBR with ap-
proximate geometry.

3.5 Dynamic Scenes

The rendering from static scenes is now well understood. Challenges lie in the
domain of dynamic scene modelling for 3D television and Free-viewpoint Video.

Generation of virtual views for dynamic scenes is not totally different from
static scenes. Each of the discussed static methods could potentially be used for
dynamic scenes on the assumption that it can be implemented to run fast enough
and to handle the amounts of data. One trend in the last years has been to transfer
significant computational load to the graphics GPU hardware. For visualisation
of polygonal models this is obvious, but today’s programmable GPUs allow much
more complex algorithms to be executed. For nearly every presented method,
exists a real-time version using GPU support. Real-time interaction in this case
means, that the user can move the virtual camera interactively and the virtual
views are generated with 10 to 50 frames per second. Most often, pre-computation
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requires much more time. Dense depth estimation, camera pose estimation, cal-
culation of optimised intermediate data structures are expensive tasks. The step
towards dynamic scenes requires to reduce and speed-up these steps so that video
sequences from several cameras can be processed and the usercan control the
virtual camera at interactive rates.

Some recent real-time systems use volumetric modelling. Volumetric models
are similar to medical computer tomography data-sets. Typically, the 3D space is
partitioned into volume elements called voxels. For each voxel it is determined if
it belongs to an object or not. This representation can be constructed from depth
maps, too, but the more popular approach is called “shape from-silhouette”. A
visual hull is computed for objects by intersecting the silhouette cones from dif-
ferent real views. Li et al. [2003] use shape-from-silhouette to construct the visual
hull by back-projecting images and using alpha and stencil calculation. To gener-
ate novel views from volumetric models again different methods are available.

rendered
virtual
view
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Capturing Segmentation
Shape−f−Sil.
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Images as textures
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Figure 3.8: IBR pipeline for view generation with visual hulls.

One common approach for IBR view synthesis of dynamic scenes is shown
in figure 3.8. The pipeline processing starts with capturingthe scene using mul-
tiple calibrated fixed cameras. After object segmentation,shape-from-silhouette
algorithms are used to create a volumetric model on the fly. After conversion to a
surface model using polygon meshing the standard polygonalrendering with view
dependent texture mapping is used for visualisation.

Saito et al. [1999] use 49 calibrated cameras, and compute a volumetric model.
This is transferred into a polygonal surface model and during rendering it is used
to generate correspondences in selected real views. From these correspondences
per-pixel interpolation is performed after the determination of the disparity vec-
tors.

Yamazaki et al. [2002] have introducedbillboards. A billboard ormicro facet
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is a small polygon always facing the virtual camera. They approximate surface
models, re-sample them to binary voxel-models and create a multi-resolution-
octree. Depth maps are used for per-pixel visibility-culling to prevent texturing
facets with inappropriate pixel.

Goldluecke and Magnor [2003] calculate volumetric models from different
views with a Shape-from-Silhouette approach. This model isthen rendered using
billboards textured from original views. It is also possible to convert volumetric
models into surface models, one approach is discussed in chapter 3.

Recently, direct depth-based view interpolation for dynamic scenes has been
proposed by Zitnick et al. [2004]. They capture dynamic scenes from a set of fixed
video cameras and compute depth-compensated view interpolation from multiple
views interactively. The results look promising and show that indeed the challenge
of interactive free-viewpoint video can be mastered in the near future.

The main challenge in capturing and visualising dynamic content is the amount
of data to store and process. In contrast to stationary scenes one camera moved to
scan the scene does not suffice. To decouple time and space theplenoptic func-
tion has to be sampled at different positions over the required time. This means
that many cameras have to operate in synchronicity. The image feeds have to
be stored, off-line processing has to be done and during rendering, data from a
high dimensional function have to be accessed. Shum et al. [2005] devoted one
part of the book only to compression schemes for plenoptic data from dynamic
scenes. This thesis restricts itself to stationary content, but the proposed methods
can be extended to dynamic scenes. Adding sophisticated memory management
and compression techniques would suffice.



Chapter 4

Design of Plenoptic Rendering
Methods

After reviewing the work of others in the field of Image Based Rendering, this
chapter deduces the design of new rendering methods from thegoals which should
be met and the requirements which should be fulfilled. The design and the require-
ments also lead to the specification of input data required for rendering. Methods
to prepare the input data are presented. The final design of the rendering methods
is chosen to handle errors in the input data that can be put down to preprocessing
gracefully.

4.1 Primary Design Goals

As seen in chapter 3, many different systems have been proposed. This variety
has been provoked by the following aspects which greatly influence the possibili-
ties and the resulting quality of the generated images: scene or depth complexity,
sampling density, movement of the capture device, possiblemovements of the
virtual camera. Each of the reviewed methods implies limitations in one or sev-
eral of these aspects. Obviously, Image Based Rendering is always limited by
the plenoptic samples: Invisible parts of the scene cannot be reconstructed. But
besides this, the primary goal of this work is to design IBR methods which do not
have any further limitations. In relation to the previouslymentioned aspects, the
following goals can be defined:

Scene complexityThe methods should not be focused on special setups like sin-
gle objects, planar scenes or special non-planar scenes. The only assump-
tion is that the scene is stationary, i.e. objects do not moveand the lighting
conditions do not change.

49
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Movement of virtual camera: Apart from the limitations given by the sampling,
the possible position and orientation of the virtual camerashould not be
restricted (e.g. rotation only, predefined path). Only parts of the scene
which are visible in the original views can be reconstructed.

Sampling density Dense sampling can simplify the interpolation but complicates
the capturing process, if it is feasible at all. In that sense, a sparse distribu-
tion of real views has to be assumed, starting with only 2 photographs and
ranging to a scan with a multi-camera system.

Geometry Geometrical information should be gained from the real views alone
and will be used when available. But partially missing or incorrect depth
information has to be tolerated and compensated for as well as possible.

In addition to these specifications, the rendering process should be as fast and
interactive as possible. If best-quality image generationcannot be done at inter-
active frame-rates, the process has to be scalable to let theuser choose between
high quality or interactive frame-rates. For a given configuration of images and
free movement, the best possible image quality should be aimed at both for inter-
polation and extrapolation. Nevertheless the configuration or the virtual camera
may cause different errors in the novel image.

4.2 Required Input Data

4.2.1 Calibration

A necessity for Image-Based Rendering is the calibration for each image. The
parameters and models which describe image formation (section 2.2) are needed
to incorporate colour information as samples of the plenoptic function. The cal-
ibration process can be seen as a parameter estimation of theplenoptic function
sampling process. Intensity values of rays are known from the images but the ge-
ometrical parameters of the rays are unknown. for only one particular ray, these
parameters cannot be reconstructed. But for images from well-defined cameras
at several points in space, enough constraints apply to estimate the position and
orientation of the cameras giving the parameters for each observed ray. The fol-
lowing sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 describe a method to computethe calibration from
the images themselves.

4.2.2 Calibration for Static Setups

For static setups with multiple fixed cameras all parameterscan be calibrated be-
fore capturing the scene. This can be done by placing a well-defined calibration
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object in such away that it is visible in the cameras [Tsai, 1987]. With known
2D-3D correspondences between the calibration object and the images as seen by
the cameras, the intrinsic and extrinsic projection parameters for all cameras can
be computed (see also [Horn, 2000, J. Heikkilae, 1997]).

After the calibration process the calibration pattern can be removed and on the
assumption that the camera parameters are not changed the relevant scene can be
recorded .

4.2.3 Calibration for Mobile Setups

Using mobile (hand-held) cameras to scan the scene, calibration objects are only
an option if they can remain in the scene. Otherwise, the projection parameters
for all real views have to be computed from the images of the scene alone.

Development of so-calledStructure-from-Motionapproaches as described by
Pollefeys et al. [1999], allow to estimate camera parameters from the image se-
quence itself without special markers or patterns. Even changing and unknown
intrinsics can be handled, but it often stabilises the process if the intrinsics are cal-
ibrated beforehand and the Structure-from-Motion approach only computes the
extrinsic parameters (camera poses).

The calibration starts by identifying and tracking salientfeatures through the
image sequence. For the first two views, the 3D positions of the points and the
position and orientation of the two observing cameras can becomputed simultane-
ously in a bootstrap process exploiting epipolar constraints [Hartley and Zissermann,
2004]. For all following views, 2D feature correspondencesare created by track-
ing or matching features from already calibrated images into new images. This
yields 2D-3D correspondences to the already reconstructed3D points. From
these 2D-3D correspondences, the camera pose can be computed by non-linear
minimisation of the projection error [Hartley and Zissermann, 2004]. Because
this minimisation is very sensitive to wrong correspondences (outliers), a robust
RANSAC-based pose estimation [Fischler and Bolles, 1981] has to be used and
outliers have to be removed before the minimisation. Havingthe pose for the new
view, all 2D observations can be used to refine the position ofthe 3D points or
establish new 2D-3D correspondences by triangulation.

Without any knowledge about the scene or the camera setup, a reconstruction
can only be done up to an unknown scale. Because the size of the scene and the
distance to the cameras is ambiguous, the absolute scale cannot be determined.
To have some defined lengths, camera positions and 3D point positions are scaled
consistently so that the distance between the first two viewsequals 1. This scale
ambiguity has no direct effect on Image-Based Rendering, because it is an image-
to-image transfer method. By reconstruction of a scene representation, a scale is
assumed and by projection into a virtual camera, the absolute size of the scene
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is removed. Apart from that, the scale of the reconstructionhas to be taken into
account when mixing Image-Based Rendering images with other virtual objects.

4.2.4 Why Scene Geometry is required

The basic input data for Image-Based Rendering are plenoptic samples or, in other
words, calibrated images as described above. One question here is: How many
images are required, or which sampling density is required?

The answer to this question depends on the amount of available geometrical
knowledge of the scene. If a full 3D model can be used, very fewimages suffice
to generate arbitrary new views of high quality. The situation where no geometry
information can be used can be analysed by a small thought experiment.
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Figure 4.1: Two cameras in standard stereo geometry observing a pointM in
distanceD.

We assume a structured scene which is observed by a camera in one meter
distance. This camera is moved in x-direction of its own camera coordinate system
by small distances to capture images for view interpolation. The camera is not
rotated, thus the optical axes of all views are parallel. A virtual camera is placed
directly between two real cameras and no depth or disparity information is to be
used. The only interpolation which can be performed is blending the images of
the surrounding views together. To avoid any visible interpolation artefacts, the
maximum disparity between one real view and the virtual view, which can be
compensated, is below one pixel. The mathematical relationbetween depth and
disparity in this special case is:

D
B

=
f
d

(4.1)

with D the distance (depth) of the 3D point from the baseline,B the length of
the baseline connecting the centres of two cameras,f the focal length andd the
disparity in the image plane. The setup is shown in figure 4.1.The question
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now is: What is the maximum distance between adjacent views toensure that the
maximum disparity is smaller than 1.0 pixel? This question can be answered using
equation (4.1) and inserting some realistic values. Small digital cameras have a
pixel spacing of 5·10−6m which is the disparity of one pixel. A typical lens for
such a camera has a focal-length of 5mmand the distanceD is assumed to be 1m.
This results in a baseline lengthB of 1mm.

Conclusion: Without any geometry information, “dense” sampling has to be
used, which means placing a camera every 1mm. As we expect a two dimensional
distribution of real views, a regular grid of that spacing has to be used. Due to
physical size of cameras, this cannot be built as multi-camera setup. The only
possibility to realise this would be to have a single camera moved precisely by a
robot.

With increased distance between real views, new views can only be interpo-
lated properly, if information about the structure is available. This information can
be a perfect or approximate model, depth- or disparity information. For arbitrary
scenes, typically no model is available, but depth or disparity information can be
computed from the respective images.

Disparity-based view interpolation methods have been presented in section
3.3.1. Using only disparity restricts the position of the virtual camera:Cv must lie
in between the real views (interpolation). From disparity,depth information can
be computed for each pixel. This type of geometry representation does not restrict
the position of the virtual camera and also allows extrapolation. In the following,
only depth information is considered. This can be computed beforehand in a pre-
processing step to avoid full disparity search during interactive rendering.

4.2.5 Properties of Depth Maps

Precise and complete depth information for a real view meansto have a depth
value for each pixel of this view forming a depth map. A depth map looks like a
grey-value image where the level of grey codes the distance of the scene. Light
values represent larger distances than dark values.

The perspective depth value corresponds to theλ in equation (2.6). The knowl-
edge ofλ allows to use equation (2.20), reconstruct the 3D pointM and warp the
colour information of every pixel depth compensated into any new virtual view.
This allows to extrapolate novel views from existing ones.

Depth maps computed from image sequences typically associate one depth
value with each image pixel. They only encode the distance ofthe camera centre
to the front-most surface of the scene. Other layers or objects remain occluded,
they are not visible in the image. On the assumption that the depth map does
not contain any depth discontinuities, the continuous surfaces can be warped into
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different views without errors. This allows to reconstructclosed single objects
easily.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Using only one depth map, problems occur fromoccluded regions
. (b) Using depth from multiple cameras can fill these gaps.

If the scene is composed from multiple objects which occludeeach other par-
tially, depth discontinuities appear in the depth map. If a novel extrapolated view
can see “behind” the occlusion, no colour nor depth information is available to
fill this gap (see figure 4.2(a)). These regions in the novel view cannot be filled
without additional information.

4.2.6 Depth Estimation

The Structure-from-Motion algorithm gives a sparse 3D representation of the
scene consisting of the reconstructed 3D positions of the tracked features. Dense
depth estimation is used to compute the projective depthλ from eq. (2.6) for each
pixel of an image. Stereo algorithms work on image pairs and for each pixel in
one image, they try to find the corresponding pixel on the epipolar line in the
second image. This yields the disparity for each pixel. As wehave the camera
calibration and the disparity, the 3D position of the associated point in the scene
can be triangulated and the projective depth can be computed.

Multi-view Stereo uses 3 or more images to stabilise the depth estimation and
to handle occlusions. For one reference view, correspondences are searched for in
2 or more support views. The result of dense depth estimationis the depth map
encoding the projective depthλ for every pixel in the image.

Many different algorithms have been proposed for stereo or multi-view stereo
[Koch, 1996, Roy and Cox, 1998, Yang and Pollefeys, 2003, Seitzand Dyer, 1997b].
The plane-sweep algorithm presented in section 5.4 can alsobe used to compute
depth maps.
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In the following, it will be assumed that calibration and dense depth estimation
have been performed on the image sequence and the depth maps along with the
calibration and the images are considered to be input data for the modelling and
rendering.

4.3 Expected Errors in Input Data

Due to the fact that image sequences from real cameras are used, input data for
novel view generation as discussed in this thesis can be erroneous. Two error
sources, traceable back to the preprocessing steps, have been identified: The im-
age calibration and the depth estimation.

4.3.1 Calibration Errors

The calibration of cameras with a calibration object or a pattern is assumed to be
robust and good enough so that the remaining error is small enough not to influ-
ence view interpolation. Typically, an error of about one pixel remains invisible.
But when freely moving cameras are used only the intrinsic projection parameters
are calibrated with patterns. The calibration of the extrinsic parameters with a
structure-from-motion system can introduce errors in the position and orientation
of each real view.

Caused by the minimisation process which changes extrinsic parameters to
minimise the distance between the 2D image points and the projected 3D points,
typically each positional error inx or y direction (camera coordinate system) is
accompanied by a rotational error in opposite direction andvice versa. Errors in
z-direction (along the optical axes) do not necessarily correspond to a rotational
error.

For view interpolation the absolute calibration error for each camera pose is
not as relevant as the relative error between adjacent views. If all views share
a common offset, the view generation will not produce visible artefacts, but if
the relative calibration between two views is not correct, the interpolation will
produce errors from blending wrong colours. Structure-from-Motion typically
produces very small relative calibration errors between local views.

A source of calibration errors on large image sequences is drift. If each view
has a small calibration error, these can accumulate over allviews and result in
severe camera displacement. For long linear scans this doesnot necessarily im-
pose artefacts in the generated new views because adjacent views used for local
interpolation only have a small relative registration error. Using zig-zag scans
registered in a time-linear fashion without inter-line stabilisation, spatial adjacent
views can have significant drift. To calibrate two dimensionally distributed scans,
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Figure 4.3: Calibration of a Zig-Zag scan can be done time-sequentially (black
arrows). Using already calibrated geometrical adjacent views (grey arrows) helps
to reduce drift significantly.

Structure-from-Motion systems have to establish topologyinformation and cali-
brate cameras with respect to their geometric neighbours (figure 4.3)[Koch et al.,
1999].

Error accumulation from the calibration can also be compensated with a bun-
dle adjustment approach [J.C.McGlone, 2004], where all camera parameters and
all reconstructed 3D points are taken into account to minimise re-projection errors.

4.3.2 Depth Estimation Errors

The depth estimation process for one particular real view uses adjacent real views
to find pixel correspondences. Compared with the overall number of real views in
a data set, this can be assumed to be a local operation. Thus, the influence of error
accumulation in the calibration phase can be neglected. Local consistency suffices
and can be assumed because the structure-from-motion algorithm itself ensures it.
Even if a data-set’s calibration includes drift, depth mapscan be computed and
will be correct for this local view. On the other hand, this implies that two locally
correct depth maps from drifted calibrations do not give a globally consistent de-
scription of a scene. This fact complicates the fusion of alldepth maps into one
global 3D model.

Another problem is that depth estimation is typically done by discrete dispar-
ity estimation. Due to pixel quantisation, disparity can only be computed with
limited precision (typically one pixel). When this disparity is transferred to depth,
the quantisation results in better depth resolution near the camera and less depth
resolution in regions further away. By fusing multiple depthmaps this quantisa-
tion can be reduced significantly. For one particular view this can be accomplished
by computing multiple depth maps from different reference views and computing
the mean depth for each pixel.

The major sources of error in depth maps from real cameras areunrecon-
structed regions and regions with completely wrong depth. In many algorithms
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the fill-rate and the reliability are contrary goals which cannot be optimised at the
same time. A trade-off between those two has to be found.

Unfilled pixels typically occur at object boundaries with depth discontinuities.
For two-view stereo some image parts cannot be matched because they are oc-
cluded in one image. Multi-view approaches have the abilityto fill regions from
other views. Most stereo algorithms cannot estimate reliable depth in homoge-
neous image regions because of the missing structure. Otheralgorithms propa-
gate depth information into these regions to fill them, but that may produce unre-
liable results. Object surfaces with non-lambertian properties (e.g. glass, polished
metal) typically cannot be reconstructed because the basicassumption in stereo
matching is that the appearance of objects does not change between views.

Small regions of completely wrong depth estimation can result from mis-
matches. This means that the correspondence search has found a wrong pixel
correspondence which satisfies all constraints. In depth maps this can be ob-
served as small light spots in dark regions or dark spots in lighter regions (often
calledsalt and pepper noise). An increased correlation window size reduces the
matching uncertainty and increases the position uncertainty.

4.4 Design of Methods

To solve the visual reconstruction problem under the constraints described in sec-
tion 4.1, new approaches have to be developed. The geometry information repre-
sented by the depth maps has to be used to forward-map the colour information
from the real view into the desired virtual view. The following three methods
have been developed to fulfil the above requirements. Each method is described
in detail in chapter 5.

4.4.1 View-Dependent Geometry

The main idea behindView-Dependent Geometryis to find a surface which ap-
proximates the scene geometry and exactly fits the visible part of the screen space
of the virtual camera. The real images can then be transferred into the virtual
camera via this surface.

Because it is very difficult and most often not possible to construct one single
globally consistent surface, a locally valid surface has tobe adapted for each new
view (this property gives the name of the method). This surface does not need to
cover the whole scene, it suffices to cover the currently visible parts. Starting with
a regular 2D mesh in the image plane of the virtual camera, thedepth for each
vertex has to be determined from depth maps of surrounding cameras. The naive
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idea of backward-mapping1 from the virtual into the real cameras is not possible
due to the missing depth. Only forward-mapping2 from the real cameras into the
virtual camera is possible. One problem which occurs here isthat this geometry
transfer and geometry fusion is expensive. To reach interactive rendering rates, the
geometry has to be sub-sampled significantly. This leads to asmoothed warping
surface and does not reconstruct details.

4.4.2 Multiple Local Models

Forward-mapping and fusing dense geometry is possible at interactive frame-rates
when the GPU is utilised. This leads to an approach calledMultiple Local Models:
For each depth map a local 3D model is generated in a preprocessing step. A
new image is generated by rendering models generated for adjacent real views
into the virtual view. The contributions from all rendered models are blended
appropriately.

Different modelling approaches have been implemented: point-based mod-
elling, polygon mesh modelling and adaptive surface reconstructions. Each of
them has special properties which will be presented in section 5.3 and the results
will be discussed in chapter 6.

4.4.3 Plane-Sweep

The Multiple Local Models approaches all rely on dense and reliable depth infor-
mation. If the quality of the depth maps is not good enough, the reconstruction
quality decreases significantly. ThePlane-Sweepreconstruction method known
from Yang et al. [2002], on the other hand, does not need any depth informa-
tion, it aims at finding photo consistency. Combining precomputed 3D informa-
tion with a Plane-Sweep method [Collins, 1996] leads to the development of a
geometry guided Plane-Sweep. Photo consistency3 constraints [Seitz and Dyer,
1997a] are used to verify and refine the depth where availableor reconstruct the
visual appearance of regions without depth. In contrast to the standard Plane-
Sweep method the search range can be limited in regions with approximate depth.
This can increases the quality by reducing matching ambiguities and reduce the
required computational effort at the same time.

1backward-mapping: For a pixel position in virtual camera, find the corresponding position in
a real camera.

2forward-mapping: For a pixel position in a real camera, find the corresponding position in the
virtual camera.

3A 3D point is photo-consistent if its projection into multiple images leads to the same pixel
colour in each image.
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, the design goals for the view generation have been presented.
Analysing the required input data consisting of images, calibration and depth
maps reveals two different error sources: calibration and depth estimation. This
leads to the design decision for three Image-Based Rendering methods, namely
View-Dependent Geometry, Multiple Local Models and Plane-Sweep. In the next
chapter, each of these methods will be presented in detail.
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Chapter 5

Rendering Methods

Due to the large variations in input data, no single Image-Based Rendering method
which fulfils all needs has been developed so far. The development of plenoptic
rendering methods presented in this chapter can be seen as the main contribu-
tion of this thesis. To meet the requirements listed in section 4.1, three different
prototypes of plenoptic rendering methods have been developed:

Prototype P1 (section 5.2): For each novel view, an approximate geometry is
constructed and used to warp the real images into the virtualcamera. This
is calledView-Dependent Geometry.

Prototype P2 (section 5.3): For each real view, a model is computed and selected
models are blended to form the novel view. This prototype is calledMultiple
Local Modelsand three different subtypes (P2a,P2b,P2c) are introduced.

Prototype P3 (section 5.4): New views are generated by finding photo-consistency
between real views with a so-calledPlane-Sweepalgorithm. Without depth
information this leads to subtypeP3a. Having depth information helps to
stabilise and accelerate the process and leads to subtypeP3b.

All protoypes and their subtypes (shown in figure 5.1) are presented in detail in
this chapter. But first some common tasks shared by these methods are described.

5.1 Common Tasks

5.1.1 Camera Ranking

One common task for several rendering methods described here is the selection of
real views to interpolate from. For each novel view to render, a set of real cameras

61
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Figure 5.1: Three different prototypes and several subtypes have been imple-
mented.

for interpolation has to be chosen. Several criteria are relevant for this decision. In
[Evers-Senne and Koch, 2003] we have developed a ranking criterion for ordering
the real cameras. The user chooses the number of neighbouring cameras that
should be used, and, depending on the ranking, the bestN cameras are selected.
Two relevant criteria are presented in the following.

Cv

d2

1

2Samples C
Samples C

C2

d1

C1

Figure 5.2: Criteria evaluation. The ranking criteria are shown for two real cam-
erasC1 andC2. Distance: C2 is closer to the optical axis ofCv thenC1. Visibility:
Cv sees 3 samples fromC1 and 4 samples fromC2.

Distance: The first criterion is thedistancebetween a real camera and the virtual
camera. With the viewing directionAv and the centreCv of the virtual camera, the
orthogonal distancedi of each real camera centreCi to this ray can be determined:

di = ||
(Ci −Cv)×Av

||Av||
|| (5.1)
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Visibility: The second criterion is more complex, it is based onvisibility. It
evaluates the scene volume that a given real camera has seen in the context of the
virtual camera. For this purpose very few (nmax = 20) image points are chosen
so that the whole image of the real camera is covered. By back-projecting them
using the corresponding depth values3D samplesare calculated. These samples
are then projected into the virtual camera and checked for visibility. The number
of visible samplesni divided by the number of possible samplesnmaxgives a rough
approximation of the region covered by a real camera. The squared ratio is used
to penalise cameras with only a few samples more. The visibility term vi will be
defined as a penalty which decreases for increasingni :

vi = 1−
n2

i

n2
max

with:

(

vi = 0 :best
vi = 1 :worst

)

(5.2)

This yields a penalty function withvi(0) = 1 (no common viewing volume) and
vi(nmax) = 0 (100% overlap).

Figure 5.2 sketches the different selection criteria. Two real camerasC1 and
C2 are evaluated w.r.t. the virtual cameraCv. For visibility, the depth samples from
camera 1 (circles) and camera 2 (crosses) are projected intothe virtual camera and
evaluated.

Combination and Ranking: Similar to [Evers-Senne and Koch, 2003] the two
criteria are combined into one scalar valueqi which represents the inverse quality
of the real camerai to generate the new view. In contrast to the linear-weighted
sum, the distance criterion is used primarily for ranking but modulation with the
visibility penalty function ensures that only those cameras which can contribute
to the new view are ranked:

qi = di (1+c vi) with

(

qi smaller: better
qi greater: worse

)

(5.3)

c is a parameter which determines the influence of the visibility. After calculating
qi for each camera, the list of valid cameras is sorted in ascending order.

5.1.2 Per-pixel vs. per-Camera Blending

In section 2.5, two different blending strategies have beenpresented: Per-pixel
blending and per-camera blending. In this section problemswith the per-pixel
blending approach are discussed.

Experiments with the per-pixel blending have shown that problems occur with
both blending functions from equation (2.29). If the virtual camera coincides with
one of the real cameras (e.g.Cv = C1,α1 = 0), one would assume theC1 has
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a contribution of (or at least near) 100% and the next closestreal cameraC2 is
weighted with 0. Forα = 0, the weights are 1:

f1(α) = cosk α : f1(0) = 1, f2(α) = e−kα : f2(0) = 1 (5.4)

The contribution ofC2 only depends onα2 which results in 0 only ifα2 = π
2. Due

to incremental computation no normalisation can be applied.
By increasingk in equation (2.29), the desired blending behaviour can be ap-

proximated. But the choice ofk depends on the distance of the cameras used for
interpolation and therefore cannot be set constant.

The problem with this approach is based on the iterative accumulation based
on the anglesα1 andα2 only without taking the complete distanceα1 + α2 into
account. In contrast, the linear blending in equation (2.30) normalises the weights
with the distance between the real cameras. This finally leads to the developement
of the barycentric weighting scheme and the following complex camera selection.

5.1.3 Camera Selection for Blending

The mathematical task of computing correct blending weights has been described
in detail in section 2.5. It is inherently connected with thecamera selection. If one
decides to use per-camera blending, the selection of the real cameras determines
the weighting function which can be used.

The strict camera selection scheme as described above does not work well
in conjunction with barycentric blending weights. If only the closestN cameras
are selected, it is not certain that they span a convex polygon enclosingCV . For
N = 3 convexity is always given (triangle), but depending on thesetup, the virtual
camera can be located outside of this triangle. For increasing N it becomes more
likely that the resulting polygon is not convex and again it is not certain thatCV is
inside the hull. But because interpolation (CV inside the polygon) is preferred to
extrapolation (CV ouside of the hull), a more flexible approach is needed to fulfil
the requirements for proper blending.

The first step for camera selection is to define a planeΠ parallel to the image
plane of the virtual camera with its origin located atCv, the projection centre of
the virtual camera.Cv on the plane is calledcv. Then all real camera centres are
projected onto this plane orthographically. This can easily be done by applying
the inverse rotation of the virtual camera and using only thex andy components
of ci:

ci = (1,1,0)T RT
v Ci (5.5)

The distance||ci − cv|| is the same as the distance in equation (5.1) and the real
cameras can be sorted according to their absolute distance.
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The user can specify a numberN of cameras which should be used for inter-
polation but the camera selection scheme can modify it to optimize the blending.
The algorithm to select the best set of cameras depends on thenumberN:

N=1: The nearest camera is activated and the weight 1 is applied.

N=2: The nearest two cameras are selected and weights are computed based on
the distancesc0 andc1 (equation (2.30)).

N=3: First, the nearest camera is selected, then two more camerasare chosen
and it is checked, ifcv is inside the convex hull (a triangle). If this is not
the case, the second and third cameras are altered and the check is repeated.
If this procedure cannot find a combination of three cameras surrounding
the virtual camera interpolation is not possible and extrapolation has to be
performed.

If a convex hull of three cameras can be found, it is checked ifcv lies on one
of the edges of the polygon. In fact, anε-range around the line is taken into
account. If this check succeeds, only the two cameras defining this line are
selected for linear blending.

N>3: The algorithm starts withN = 3 and then tries to activate the nearest one of
the remaining cameras and compute the convex hull. If all active cameras
are vertices of the convex hull and no camera is inside the hull, the algorithm
proceeds with the next camera. If the addition of one camera results in
one or more cameras located inside the hull, the last activated camera is
deactivated and the algorithm stops.

This scheme ensures that all constraints necessary for the blending weight equa-
tion are fulfilled.

5.1.4 Texture Coordinates

To avoid explicit calculation of texture coordinates, automatic texture coordinate
generation is used. This reduces the amount of data to be transfered significantly
and is done by current graphics hardware at no extra cost. This approach has been
presented by Segal et al. [1992].

Therefore the original image of the real view to use is assigned as current
texture in OpenGL. Using automatic texture coordinate generation ensures that
correct texture coordinates for each vertex are generated from the vertex itself.
The vertex coordinateM is multiplied with the current texture matrixT and the
result is taken to access the texture:

mtex = TM (5.6)
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This is equivalent to equation (2.13) withλ = 1 in normalised device coordinates.
It suffices to decomposeP into C,R,K as in equation (2.13) and normaliseK by
the image size(xmax,ymax) to Ktex to get the normalised texture matrixT:

T = Ktex[R
T |−RTC] with: Ktex =
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(5.7)

UsingT as texture matrix results in homogeneous texture coordinates gener-
ated on-the-fly. This maps the current texture projectivelyonto the structure.

5.2 PrototypeP1 View-Dependent Geometry

The basic idea behind View-Dependent Geometry can be considered asdepth-
compensated warping. Similar to the Lumigraph by Gortler et al. [1996], a ge-
ometry proxy of the scene is used to warp real views as textures into the virtual
camera. But instead of using one global 3D model, a local modelof sufficient size
for the virtual view is interpolated from the depth maps of the surrounding real
views. This geometrical approximation is view-dependent,which means it has to
be updated for each new view with the following steps:

• selection of best real views (section 5.1.1),

• fusion of geometry from the multiple views,

• viewpoint-adaptive mesh generation,

• viewpoint-adaptive texture blending.

The fusion of full resolution depth maps from several cameras is not possible
in real time, so an optimised sub-sampled representation isgenerated off-line.

5.2.1 Sampling the Depth Maps

The depth maps serve as geometry input for the view-dependent on-line modelling
that will be described in the next section. Using the depth maps directly with full
resolution is not feasible due to the vast amount of data. Standard hardware does
not support such high-resolution geometry for view interpolation. Therefore, each
depth map is sub-sampled. In this case the sub-sampling is done by applying a
regular grid with a spacing that is parametrised so that it can easily be adapted
to specific needs. This grid is located in the image plane of the real camera. At
each grid point, the surrounding region in the depth map is processed by a spatial
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2D median filter to reduce the effects of outliers and to find the most probable
depth. By taking thej-th 2D pointm j

i in the image plane of camerai and the
corresponding distanceλ j

i from the depth map, the euclidean 3D scene pointM j
i

can be calculated with equation (2.20). The 3D pointM j
i from cameraCi is called

geometry sample jof camerai. For each grid point in each camera one geom-
etry sample is created. Grid points for which no depth valuescan be found are
discarded. Later on, in the rendering stage, the geometry inthese regions is con-
structed from the samples of other cameras if possible. The valid samples serve as
geometric approximations that are used to define the view-dependent interpolation
surface.

To allow scaling between performance and quality, aLevel-of-Detail(LoD)
is introduced at this point. When the geometry samples are created , the desired
number of levelsLmax can be chosen. After their generation all geometry samples
belong to level zeroL0 by default. To generate levelLk+1 each second geometry
sample from levelLk in both dimensions is moved to levelLk+1. Thus the num-
ber of geometry samples in levelLk+1 is 1

4 of the previous number of geometry
samples in levelLk. The number of geometry samples nLk is now reduced to
3
4. Filtering the geometry samples before sub-sampling is approximated by the
median filter which was applied when the geometry samples were generated.

For rendering with a specific LoDn, the geometry samples of several levels
are used in combination. For the coarsest level only the geometry samples ofLmax

are used. For the next levelLmax−1, the geometry samples ofLmax and ofLmax−1

are used. In general, if levelLn is requested, all levelsLx with x≥ n are used.
The geometry samples associated to the calibrated views cannow be used as

input to the interactive rendering engine.

5.2.2 Multi-View Depth Fusion and Mesh Creation

Geometry samples from depth maps have been created in the above described
preprocessing phase. The interactive rendering starts by selectingn cameras as
explained in section 5.1.3. To generate a novel view, views from different cam-
eras have to be fused into one locally consistent image. To efficiently warp images
from different real views into the novel viewpoint a 3D warping surface approxi-
mating the geometry of the scene is generated. This surface is constructed in the
image plane (2D) of the virtual camera and, after depth fusion, transferred into 3D
space.

Starting from a regular 2D-grid that is placed in the image plane of the virtual
camera this warping surface will be updated for each camera motion. The spacing
of this gridS= (sx,sy) with sx,sy in pixels can be scaled to the complexity of the
scene. With eachgrid point, a 4-tupleg = {Mg,mg, ig,bg} is associated.mg is
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the 2D position in the image plane,Mg is the 3D point to be constructed,ig is the
number of the camera responsible forMg andbg is a flag marking this grid point
valid or invalid. Thebg components of all grid points are set to the default value
of bg = invalid.

To fuse 3D information from the bestN cameras, for each camerai the fol-
lowing algorithm is used.

• Each valid geometry sampleM j
i for camerai is projected into the virtual

camera withm j
i = PvM

j
i and the distanced j

i = ||M j
i −Cv|| is calculated.

• If m j
i is not in the visible area, the following steps are skipped and the next

geometry sampleM j+1
i is taken. If it is in the visible area, the nearest grid

pointgn is selected. Due to the regularity of the grid, this is easilydone with
gn = rnd(mi

S ).

• If the current samplem j
i has a smaller distanced j

i to Cv than the selected
grid points 3D point (Mgn −C), the grid points data are updated from this
geometry sample, otherwise the update is skipped. When a gridpoint is
updated from a geometry sample,Mgn is set toM j

i , mgn is adjusted tom j
i ,

the cameras indexi is stored inign and the new distance valued j
i is assigned

to dgn.

The algorithm proceeds with the next geometry sampleM j+1
i . Updating grid

points only with geometry samples which are nearer to the virtual camera (d j
i <

dgn) ensures that occlusions are handled correctly. The geometry samples of the
highest-ranked cameras are projected first. This ensures that the largest part of the
new view is interpolated from the best cameras. Only in regions that are occluded
for the best camera, a lower-ranked camera geometry sample is used. Figure 5.3
depicts this situation.

After projecting all geometry samples and adjusting grid points, most grid
points are valid and contain 3D information suitable to represent the part of the
scene visible in the virtual camera. But because some grid points could still be in-
valid and the 2D positions inmgn are fitted to projected samples, the connectivity
of the grid points cannot be derived from the grid itself. With the use of the 2D
position of all valid grid points, a 2D Delaunay triangulation1 of all grid points in
the image plane of the virtual camera is performed. Transferring this 2D mesh to
the 3D pointsMgn gives a scalable approximation of the 3D scene with triangles.
The approximation can be scaled with respect to the samplingdensity of geom-
etry samples from the depth map (see 5.2.1) and the density ofthe grid points

1The wordtriangulation is ambiguous. In this context it means creating a triangle mesh.
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Figure 5.3: Geometry fusion from two cameras, withC1 ranked higher thanC2.
Based on the ranking,C1 will supply most of the information. Only in parts that
are occluded forC1, data fromC2 are filled in.

for triangulation. This surface mesh is recreated after each camera movement as
viewpoint-adaptive geometry.

5.2.3 Texture Warping

The texture warping step effectively maps the real cameras into the virtual view
with the help of the viewpoint-adaptive surface mesh. Two slightly different meth-
ods for texturing are considered.

• The simplest one is to choose the best-ranked camera as texture source. If
this real camera is not too far away from the virtual camera and both have
a similar field of view, the results are good. This is the fastest texturing
method since switching between different textures in one render cycle is
not necessary and each triangle has to be drawn only once. Problems arise
when parts of the mesh are not seen from the selected camera. These parts
remain untextured.

• Because the triangle vertices are geometry samples where theoriginating
real camera is known, all triangles can be textured according to the cameras
where the geometry originated from. . However, since each vertex is gener-
ated independently, a triangle may have vertices from up to three cameras.
Here one may decide to either select the best-ranked camera or to blend
all associated camera textures on the triangle. Proper blending of all tex-
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tures will result in smoother transition between views and can be executed
concurrently with modern graphics hardware using different texture units.

5.2.4 Limitations

Having incomplete depth information, this method can help to generate com-
pletely filled images. But the process of sampling the depth map, fusing sev-
eral sets of geometry samples in screen space by using another discrete sampling
is crucial. Care has to be taken to avoid aliasing artefacts. The sampling rates
have to be sufficiently high which increases the number of geometry samples.
All processing is done on the CPU, which results in non-interactive frame rates
for high-quality image interpolation. One other problem isthat the information
which vertex of the resulting mesh belongs to which real viewdoes not suffice to
blend the texture on the triangles appropriately. For exactblending, weights for
each triangle point have to be computed.

5.3 PrototypeP2 Multiple Local Models

Multiple Local Models means that for each real view a local 3Dmodel is created
offline and new views are generated by rendering and blendinga number of those
models. This is a different approach than View-Dependent Geometry, where one
single geometry approximation is created for each new view.

To avoid problems caused by sub-sampling the depth maps and resampling
all depth information in screen space, all available depth information should be
used. This amount of data can best be handled on the GPU. To process geometry
with a GPU, vertices and primitives have to be generated. Therefore before view
interpolation starts, each depth map has to be transferred into a locally consistent
3D model integrating as much depth information from the depth map as needed.
When local models are created, new views can be generated by choosing some
real views, renderig the corresponding local models and applying the images as
textures.

Different approaches for the representation and creation of 3D models are de-
scribed first. The process of mixing and blending multiple models is described in
detail afterwards.

5.3.1 SubtypeP2a Mesh Generation

The most obvious strategy to generate polygon models based on depth maps is to
generate a 2D mesh covering the depth map and then back-projecting each vertex
from 2D to 3D using the depth information.
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On the assumption of completely filled depth maps, a regular grid is given by
the pixel raster of the image. So every pixel can be connectedto its direct neigh-
bours resulting in a mesh of quadrilaterals. By adding one diagonal connection per
quad as shown in figure 5.4(a), a triangle mesh is created. Each 2D image point
can be back-projected with equation (2.20) into 3D space yielding a polygonal
mesh suitable for rendering.

If the depth estimation process has failed for some image regions, the resulting
depth map is not completely filled. This prohibits the creation of a regular grid
as described above. It has to be decided how to handle regionswithout geometry
information. One possibility is to accept holes in the mesh.During rendering
these holes can be filled from other views.

Another possibility is to interpolate the missing geometry. Even if this in-
terpolation does not approximate the real geometry it enables the use of texture
information in these regions from the original image.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: A regular mesh (the diagonal connections are chosen randomly) and a
partially irregular grid.

The creation of an irregular triangle mesh on a surface can bedone usingDe-
launaytriangulation [Shewchuk, 1996]. For a given set of points ona plane, this
method ensures that triangles never intersect with each other and that the plane
is completely covered. The algorithm maximises the smallest angle of all trian-
gles. So by using all image points with estimated depth, Delaunay triangulation
creates a mesh which interpolates holes in a linear manner. An example is shown
in figure 5.4(b).

Problems occur at depth discontinuities (edges), because the triangulation pro-
cess is not aware of the 3D geometry. Triangles will be created across object
boundaries (see figure 5.5). This does not reflect the real geometry of the scene
and will result in distorted images during rendering. Observing the model from
the position of the real view (projecting into the associated real camera) does not
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show any distortions because the vertices of such triangleswill project onto ad-
jacent screen pixels and the applied texture fits exactly. Butwhen viewing this
model from slightly different positions, triangles connecting objects are revealed.
These stretched triangles have a large area in 3D space and incorporate texture
information of only a few pixels.
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Cv
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streched triangle

Figure 5.5: Edges crossing depth discontinuities connect foreground and back-
ground. The stretched polygons have to be discarded to avoiddistortions in new
views.

To avoid this particular problem, stretched triangles are removed in a process-
ing step after mesh creation. The decision if a triangle connects foreground and
background objects is based on its normal. If the normal of the triangle is nearly
orthogonal to the ray from the centre of the real view to the centre of the triangle,
this triangle is discarded. Discarding triangles at edges reduces distortion but also
produces uncovered regions which have to be filled later.

This problem has also been addressed lately by Zitnick et al.[2004]. They
divide the depth map into layers which are treated differently during rendering.
One layer only contains continuous regions, while a second layer only contains
the regions around edges.

Using all available image points gives a very fine granular mesh modelling all
geometrically reconstructed details. This can imply some disadvantages:

• Noise from the depth estimation is not filtered.

• Even in smooth regions many triangles are used increasing the amount of
vertices unnecessarily.
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• If the virtual camera observes the scene from a great distance, multiple ver-
tices project onto the same screen-space coordinates. Thiscan result in
aliasing artefacts.

Proper sub-sampling and multiple levels of detail of the depth maps can avoid
these problems. Sub-sampling is a process which reduces thesample rate and
requires filtering the signal beforehand to ensure that the sampling theorem has
been obeyed. Otherwise artefacts due to aliasing will occur. Filtering has to be
done adaptively, otherwise object boundaries are smoothed.

The major problem of the described modelling approach is that the depth map
does not contain any topological information, but the representation as a closed
mesh assumes a topology where all pixels are connected. Removing triangles
connecting objects and background is the only modification to this topology. This
observation leads to modelling approaches which do not assume a topology.

5.3.2 SubtypeP2b Point-based Modelling

The usage of triangles as graphics primitives has been a technically necessity. In
the early days of computer graphics, projecting vertices was very expensive and
polygons allowed to generate fragments or pixels for planarsurface elements us-
ing only a few vertex operations. Today’s graphics hardwarecan compute millions
of vertex operations per second which allows to use different primitives.

Points as graphics primitives have been proposed in many different publica-
tions [Pfister et al., 2000, Kobbelt and Botsch, 2004] and the authors claim that
points are the more natural graphics primitives than polygons. One aspect which
differentiates points from polygons is that no explicit topology is required.

The missing connections between neighbours also means thatholes can appear
in point-based models if not rendered properly. Point-based modelling can be
interpreted as sampling a continuous 3D-surface and the rendering can be seen
as a projection followed by a re-sampling to fit the sample rate of the pixel raster
in screen space. For this kind of sample rate conversion the surface (the original
signal) has to be reconstructed from the samples.

When polygons are rendered, generally the vertices do not project to adjacent
pixels in screen-space. To determine the colour of the pixels in between projected
vertices, the rasteriser processes each polygon and generates fragments between
vertices. Projecting points without connectivity into thescreen space requires
defining a region around each point. If these regions overlapeach other in screen
space, no holes will remain visible.

The simplest re-sampling strategy is to use the point primitive supported by
OpenGL. It allows to define coverage size on the screen after projection and all
points are drawn as squares of the given coverage. This approach works well if
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the point size required to avoid holes is small (1-2 pixel). For close-up views the
point size has to be increased to avoid holes but then the squares become clearly
visible as block artefacts. More sophisticated approachescalledsplattingcan be
found in Zwicker et al. [2001] and Ren et al. [2002].

Using standard OpenGL points brings about another type of problem. Because
projected points are always mapped onto the nearest neighbour pixel position in
screen space, a displacement of up to 0.5 pixels inx andy direction can occur.
While not visible if consistent over the complete image, a varying displacement
can be recognised as cracks. This problem can be addressed byusingpoint anti-
aliasingwhich allows to place points in between pixel positions.

The preparation of the point representation is simple. Starting from a depth
map, points as samples of the geometry are computed by back-projecting all image
points for which depth information is available. Texture coordinates and point
sizes are computed during rendering. The implemented point-based rendering
methods use the OpenGL point primitive.

In a slightly different approach, each point in 3D space is represented by abill-
boardor microfacetas presented in Yamazaki et al. [2002] (see also section 3.5).
A billboard is a quad which is always parallel to the virtual camera but it is de-
fined by four vertices instead of only one vertex for standardpoint primitives. A
billboard can be textured and the rasteriser produces pixels as required. The draw-
back is that the number of vertices to be processed is four times higher than for
simple points. If one generates one billboard per depth map pixel, each single
depth value is represented by four vertices with three components: 12 floating
point values. Due to the amount of data to be fused, this approach is not well
suited for realtime rendering. In the approach described here, the point primitive
as defined by OpenGL is used.

5.3.3 SubtypeP2c Adaptive Modelling with Quads

Points without connectivity are well-suited for edges and regions with large vari-
ations in depth, but for planar regions this representationis very inefficient com-
pared with textured polygons. A hybrid representation combining properties from
polygons and points is best suited for automatic model generation from depth
maps.

In the following, an approach is presented which models the 3D surfaces depth
map adaptively. Smooth regions are modelled by large planarquadrilaterals while
fine granular structures (small quadrilaterals) are used for surfaces with high cur-
vature and around depth discontinuities. The resulting structure is a quad-tree
[Finkel and Bentley, 1974] where elements are not necessarily connected with
each other.

Starting with a given sizes0, the depth map is divided into tiles of the size
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s0× s0. For each tile, a quad in 3D space is created and evaluated forits quality
to approximate this part of the scene. A quad is created by back-projecting the
corners of the tile using equation (2.20).

For quality evaluation, four different criteria are checked and if one criterion
fails, the tile has to berefined. Refinement is done by subdividing a tile into
four new tiles withsi+1 = si

2 recursively. The four criteria (normals, aspect ratio,
orientation and regression plane) are explained in detail in the following.

M 0

4M

M 1
M 2

M 3

Figure 5.6: A quad does not necessarily have to be planar. Five pointsM0−4 are
calculated for each quad resulting in 4 triangles. Evaluation is done using angles
between normals, ratio of diagonals and angle between the mean of of the normals
and line-of-sight.

• Normals: For all four corners and the centre of the tile, corresponding
3D points are calculated by back-projection with equation (2.20). These
5 points form four triangles, as shown in figure 5.6. For each triangle the
plane normal is calculated and difference angles are computed between each
pair of normals. If none of these difference angles exceeds agiven thresh-
old, the four corners are assumed to be in one plane. Otherwise the quad is
rejected and the tile has to be refined.

• Aspect Ratio: The ratio of the diagonals of the quad can be used as quality
indication, too. If the ratio exceeds a given threshold (typically 2.0), this
means that one of the four corners does not share a depth levelwith any
other corner. The rendered quad would be distorted, therefore it is rejected
and has to be refined.

• Orientation: If a quad has passed both previous tests, a mean-normal is
calculated from the four normals and compared to the line-of-sight from the
real camera to the centre of the quad. If the angle exceeds a threshold (80◦),
the quad is assumed to connect foreground and background, which would
result in artefacts. Therefore the quad is rejected and has to be refined.

• Regression plane:The use of only 5 samples to span and verify a quad can
lead to aliasing if the underlying 3D structure has high frequencies. If, for
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example a small object is not matched by the samples which allare located
on the planar background, the resulting quad approximates the background.
During rendering this will result in artefacts because the colour of the ob-
jects is applied to the background. To avoid this, the last check computes a
regression plane over a smoothed dense sampling of all 3D points inside the
quad and evaluates the mean distance of all these samples. Ifthe mean dis-
tance exceeds a given threshold, the quad is rejected and hasto be refined.

The recursive refinement terminates when the size of a tilesi reaches 2. For
a quad from such a small tile, only the aspect ratio and the surface normal is
checked. If any of these tests fails, the quad is rejected leaving a hole in the
model.

Figure 5.7 shows an image of a synthetic scene consisting of aplanar floor,
a nearly planar background (castle) and an occluding object(arch). The wire-
frame model demonstrates the tessellation. If possible, large quads are used to
approximate the geometry. Only the regions with discontinuities in depth around
the arch are sampled very densely.

Figure 5.7: This synthetic scene demonstrates the adaptiverefinement. Planar
regions are sampled with large quads, while regions with high curvature or depth
discontinuities are approximated with smaller quads. Overall 6382 quads are gen-
erated. Black regions indicate rejected quads.

5.3.4 Geometry Fusion and Rendering

Rendering a new view from multiple local models starts with the camera selection
as described in section 5.1.1. The selected real views and associated local models
are used for view generation. The selected models should be combined in such a
way that

• holes in one model are filled from others,
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• regions with similar geometry are blended,

• foreground objects correctly occlude background objects.

To fuse different local models using programmable graphicshardware an ap-
proach described by Verlani et al. [2006] is used. It provides depth comparison
within an ε-environment and computes per pixel blending weights basedon the
angle-of-observation from the real views. The algorithm works in two passes and
in each pass, the local models of all selected real views are projected. The first
pass is used to build a reference depth map for the virtual view while during the
second pass, this reference depth map is used to determin thevisibility for each
fragment from all projected local models. This two-pass process is explained in
the following.

• In the first pass, all selected local models are rendered intothe novel view
the distance of the geometry to the virtual camera is increased by a smallε.
This can be done easily in a vertex shader by shifting each vertex along the
line-of-sight. For this purpose, the extrinsic camera parameters are used to
transformM into the camera coordinate system. In this system, the length
of the vector pointing toM is scaled with 1+ ε and finally the OpenGL
projection matrix is applied:

M ′ = KGL-Projection(1+ ε)(RT ,−RTC)M (5.8)

No colour information is generated in this pass, only depth information is
accumulated in the Z-buffer. The Z-Test accepts only fragments if their
projective depthznew is smaller than those of the fragments of previously
rendered models:znew≤ zold and updates to the Z-Buffer are activated. This
scheme allows to fuse surfaces with similar depth but to handle occlusions
correctly if the difference in depth exceedsε.

• In the second pass, again all selected local models are rendered but with
their original distance to the virtual camera. Updates of the z-buffer are
prohibited and the z-test accepts only fragments with a depth smaller or
equal to the depth in the z-buffer. Due to the shifted z-buffer content from
the first pass, all fragments within a range ofε are accepted. For all accepted
fragments, the colour is blended from the colour accumulated so far and the
colour contribution of the new fragment. The realisations of two blending
approaches are described in sections 5.3.5 and 5.3.6.

Rendering multiple models is a serial process. To allow the blending of an ar-
bitrary number of local models with non-standard blending,a double-buffer ping-
pong algorithm using a pair of frame buffer objects is used. Aframe buffer object
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describes an amount of memory on the graphics card which can be used as a ren-
der target or as texture source, alternatively. With two such objectsB0 andB1, a
ping-pong algorithm can be implemented. For the first stepi = 0, frame buffer
objectB0 is used as render target and the first local model is rendered with its own
projective texture. For each following stepi, B(i mod 2) is used as render target and
B(i+1 mod 2) provides the result of the previous step. Fori = 1 the next local model
is rendered intoB1 using its own projective texture but also using the content of
B0 as non-projective texture2 and accumulating the colour information from step
zero to step one.

Finally, the content of the target buffer of the last stepi = n, which isB(n mod 2)
is copied to the visual buffer by setting up orthographic projection, using one tex-
ture unit to access the image from the buffer and rendering a simple quadrilateral.

5.3.5 Per-Pixel Blending

In section 2.5.1 a per-pixel blending approach has been discussed where the colour
contributions are weighted according to the angle between the viewing ray of the
real and the virtual view. In this section the technical aspects of a GPU-based
implementation are described.

Due to the serialised rendering of local models the blendinghas to be seri-
alised, too. This blending is done for each fragment inside the rendering of the
second pass. Accumulating the colour from a previous step with the current step
is done by a fragment program executed by the GPU for each fragment to pro-
cess. This fragment program has to compute the colour of the current fragment
and for this purpose it has to access the texture for the current model with projec-
tive image coordinates and the accumulation buffer from theprevious step with
the current pixel position. Two different texture units andtheir associated texture
coordinate engines are used to pass colour data to the fragment program. The first
texture unit contains the original view of the current modeland the corresponding
texture matrix is loaded with the appropriate matrix to generate projective texture
coordinates from the fragment position. The second textureunit contains the accu-
mulation buffer from the previous step and the texture matrix is set up to generate
screen space coordinates corresponding to those of the current fragment.

To calculate the blending weight based on the angle-of-observation for the
current fragment the 3D pointM of the scene point associated with this fragment
has to be known inside the shader program. ThisM is generated by the rasteriser
of the GPU and cannot be accessed by the main program. To passM into the frag-
ment shader, an additional texture unit is prepared for projective texture mapping

2The content of a frame buffer object is accessed as a texture.In this case, the pixel coordinates
of the current fragment have to be used to address the pixels in the frame buffer object.
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using automatic texture coordinate generation (see section 5.1.4). By setting the
associated projection matrix to identity, the fragment program can access the 3D
point via this texture coordinate. The also required 3D points of the centres of the
current real camera and the virtual camera are constant for the current local model
and can be passed to the shader as constant parameters.

5.3.6 Per-Camera Blending

Experiments have shown, that per-pixel blending does not always gives smoothly
blended transitions between real views. The parameter of the underlying blending
equation has to be adapted to the special needs of the setup. The per-camera
blending as described in section 2.5.2 using barycentric weights for interpolation
and linear weights for extrapolation is the more robust solution. No parameter
has to be adapted to the given setup. The adaptive camera selection scheme as
referred to in section 5.1.3 ensures that all requirements for barycentric blending
are met. The setup of texture units is the same as above, only the fragment shader
responsible for blending is changed. Instead of dynamically computing weights,
the shader program receives the weights as constant parameters.

5.3.7 Limitations

Constructing local models from all depth maps and fusing themduring rendering
is a highly efficient approach. Applying texture and blending colour values either
with a per-pixel weighting or with a per-camera weighting can generate high-
quality images and interpolate smooth transitions betweenadjacent real views.
If depth information of sufficient quality is available, theunderlying geometry
is dense and precise. But right here is the crucial point of thesystem! If the
depth information is incomplete, inconsistent between different views or noisy,
this directly degrades the image quality.

5.4 PrototypeP3a Plane-SweepRendering

The Plane-Sweep algorithm is designed to find pixel-wise correspondences be-
tween real images by scanning the volume observed by the realcameras. This
scanning is done by sweeping a plane through the space, whichgives the name of
the algorithm.

Correspondences for every pixel of a set of real views can be exploited in dif-
ferent direction: depth estimation for geometrical reconstruction or colour inter-
polation for visual reconstruction. The remaining part of this section is structured
as follows:
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• first, the basic principles of the Plane-Sweep algorithm forcorrespondence
search are introduced,

• the usage of the Plane-Sweep for depth estimation and

• the usage for view generation without geometry are described.

In the following section 5.5, it is shown how geometry information can be used to
enhance the Plane-Sweep view interpolation.

5.4.1 Correspondence Search with Plane-Sweep

Many different algorithms have been proposed to solve the correspondence prob-
lem. Nearly all of them use amatching functionto compare points or regions in
images based on their intensity values. The underlying assumption here is that any
point M projects into every imageIi with the same intensity and colour (lamber-
tian surface). The Plane-Sweep algorithm establishes correspondences between
two images by evaluating the matching function for each pixel in a given inter-
val and finally choosing the minimum and its associated 3D point defining the
correspondence.

1
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Figure 5.8: Correspondence search along epipolar line and with plane-sweep.

Evaluation and sampling of the matching function of all pixels is done by
placing a planeΠi in 3D space and projecting all image points of both views onto
this plane and computing the difference between the intensity from the left and
the right view. This is equivalent to back projecting a 2Dml image point from
one view to the 3D pointMz on the planeΠi:

Mz = C+λ
RK−1ml

||RK−1ml ||
with Mz ∈ Πi (5.9)
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ProjectingMz into the second view with equation (2.13) yields a potential
correspondence inmr . For all potential correspondences thematching costs di are
computed and stored together withλ, the projective distance ofMz from the cam-
era. Different functions for the matching costs are presented in the next section.

The algorithm proceeds by placing a new planeΠi+1 with a given distance
coplanar to theΠi and again computes the matching costs. By iterating overn
planes, for each pixel the matching costsdi and the associatedλ form a sample of
the matching functiond(λ). The minimum min(d(λ)) can be assumed to be the
best correspondence for the given views and the evaluated planes.

The quality of the matching strongly depends on the number and positions of
the planes. When dealing with discretised images, the planeshave to be placed
in such a way that the minimal and maximal pixel disparity is matched. Using
exactly 2 real cameras for a Plane-Sweep, the spaces betweenplanes should match
the disparity steps implied by the pixel raster. For more then 2 views, the spacing
should match the smallest possible disparity steps betweenany two views. Figure
5.8 shows a schema of the correspondence search for two views. This algorithm
has been proposed for view interpolation by Yang et al. [2002].
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Figure 5.9: The matching function for one particular blue pixel over all planes.

The matching functiond(λ) for one blue pixel in cameraC1 over the depth
λ is shown in figure 5.9. For planeΠ0, the corresponding pixel in cameraC2

is red, leading to a large dissimilarity, which is visible asa local maximum in
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the function plot. The correspondence on planeΠ1, a blue pixel, gives a low
dissimilarity (good match) resulting in a local minimum. PlaneΠ2, is another
local maximum, while the correspondence on planeΠ3 gives another minimum
which is ambiguous to the match on planeΠ1.

5.4.2 Different Matching Functions

Like most algorithms for correspondence computation, the plane-sweep algorithm
compares intensity values of images. This comparison can bedone with different
methods. The simplest comparison is the absolute difference between two values,
one from each image.

dp = |Ir(ml )− Il (ml )| (5.10)

It can be shown that this matching function is not robust against noise in the
images, variations in exposure and especially non-lambertian surface properties.
More advanced matching functions take into account a regioncalledsupport win-
dowof size[2w+1,2h+1] aroundml andmr :

dSAD =
h

∑
j=−h

w

∑
i=−w

|Ir(ml +(i, j)T)− Il (ml +(i, j)T)| (5.11)

The sum of squared differences (SSD) penalises larger differences using a support
window:

dSSD=
h

∑
j=−h

w

∑
i=−w

(Ir(ml +(i, j)T)− Il (ml +(i, j)T))2 (5.12)

More complex matching functions such asNormalized Cross Correlation (NCC)
can improve the robustness but these are expensive to be computed and can cur-
rently not be used for the purpose of real-time matching.

The use ofdp as matching function often results in mismatches due to am-
biguous local minima. An example is shown in figure 5.10(a).M1 andM3 have a
similar appearance in both images which leads to a match on planeΠ2 which oc-
cludes the match inΠ1 from the pointM2. For depth estimation every mismatch
results in a depth estimation error. For view interpolationmismatches can remain
invisible if the interpolated colour is similar to the correct colour.

Mismatches and local minima can be reduced by using matchingfunctions
with larger correlation windows. But correlation windows bring about problems
of their own. Perspective distortion between two cameras can disturb the match-
ing. Figure 5.10(b) shows an example in which the appearanceof a region be-
tweenM1 andM2 changes betweenC1 andC2 due to different perspectives. Sim-
ilar effects occur at depth discontinuities.
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Figure 5.10: Several problems leading to mismatches: (a)Points M1 andM3 give
a good match onΠ2 which hides the match inΠ1 from M2. (b) The perspective
distortion of the regionM1M2 leads to different footprints inC1 andC2 when
sweeping coplanar toC1. (c) PointM2 occludesM1 in Cr .

Another problem results from occlusions. Points seen by a cameraM1 and
occluded in cameraM2 cannot be matched properly (figure 5.10(c)). This can
only be resolved by using additional views for matching (multi-view matching,
section 5.4.7).

5.4.3 Hierarchical Matching

Computing matches using a Gaussian resolution pyramid of both images is an al-
ternative method to use information from the surrounding region. Starting from
the original image a new pyramid level is constructed by low-pass filtering and
sub-sampling the image. Each evaluation of the matching is done for every pyra-
mid level and the results are summed up. This takes a region around the potential
correspondence into account without the need for complex correlation computa-
tions. The combination of a small correlation window with hierarchical matching
proved to be robust against perspective distortions and helps to avoid local min-
ima.

As proposed by Yang and Pollefeys [2003] a hierarchical matching can be
done on current graphics hardware by using Mipmap textures as resolution pyra-
mid. One problem of Mipmap textures is that those are only an approximation
of low-pass filtered images. Mipmap levels are generated by averaging four ad-
jacent pixels which is equivalent to applying a box filter. Because the box filter
is not applied across the boundary between groups of four pixels, this can lead to
problems.
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Figure 5.11: Hierarchichal matching with a gaussian resolution pyramid. The
matching function is evaluated for each level and the final matching valued is the
sum over all levels.

5.4.4 Depth Estimation

Correspondence search is the key issue for depth estimation and the Plane-Sweep al-
gorithm, designed to find correspondences, can be used to compute depth maps.

In the context of Image Based Rendering the depth estimation process for the
real images can be done as an off-line pre-processing step before view generation.
This allows to use more complex matching algorithms and the number of planes
is not limited by processing time constraints. The main focus here is on the com-
pleteness and reliability, not the absolute precision of the depth of each pixel. The
algorithm is similar to that proposed by Yang and Pollefeys [2003] later extended
by Woetzel and Koch [2004]. To compute a depth map for the realview Ir with Pr

the following steps are taken:

• The virtual camera is set to matchCr .

• k neighbouring real views are chosen as support views.

• For each support views,0≤ s< k

– ImagesIr andIs are selected as textures.

– Projection matricesPr andPs are set to generate texture coordinates.

– For each ofN planes

∗ the matches betweenIr andIs are computed by rendering the plane. Use
dSSD with 3x3 window as matching function.

∗ For each pixel: compare matching with best match so far. If the cur-
rent match is better than the best match, update the best match with the
current match. Remember the plane number of the best match perpixel.
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– Store 2D arrayUs with plane numbers from best matches for thisPs

• Per Pixel: Process allUs,0≤ s< k and find the most probable depth by evalu-
ating the distribution of best matching planes in space.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: Example of a depth map computed with the Plane-Sweep algorithm
(a) and the corresponding original image (a) .

5.4.5 Using Graphics Hardware for Plane-Sweep

The Plane-Sweep algorithm is well suited to be implemented with the use of
graphics hardware (GPU). The task of projecting images ontoplanes can be done
by placing a quadrilateral in space and applying images fromthe real views as
textures. With projective texture mapping, this results inhomography mapping
from the image plane of the real camera onto the plane defined by the quad. In-
stead of computing colour values for each screen pixel, today’s GPUs can be pro-
grammed to compute an intensity or colour difference as matching. Multi-view
matching can make use of the number of texture units available, which allows to
project multiple textures in one render pass. Due to the highdegree of parallelism
the GPU can evaluate several hundred planes per second even with multiple real
views.

The GPU implementation cannot serialise the matching over all planes and
the evalution of the matching function because it is not possible to save all match
images efficiently. To circumvent this problem, awinner-takes-allstrategy is cho-
sen. For each pixel, only the best match so far and the resulting colour is saved.
The best match is initialised with a high value. Then, whenever the new value
of the matching function for a particular pixel is smaller than the best match so
far, the new match and the colour update the buffer. When the computation of the
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matching for the last plane is completed, the buffer contains the best match for
each pixel and the final colour values.

5.4.6 View Interpolation

Novel view generation with a Plane-Sweep algorithm belongsto the group of al-
gorithms which do not use geometry information. By projecting images from
several views onto a plane scanning the viewing volume, the algorithm tries to
find photo consistency for each pixel to reconstruct. This implies that the recon-
struction does not necessarily have to be correct in terms ofgeometry. For view
interpolation it suffices to generate a new view which is photo consistent with the
scene, the correct depth is not the primary goal. Computing best possible depth
maps is a problem of its own and typically takes much computational time.

Starting with two real viewsCl andCr defined by their projection matricesPl

andPr and associated imagesIl andIr , the goal is to generate a new view forCv,
the virtual camera. Figure 5.13 depicts this situation.
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Figure 5.13: The image pointmv has to be interpolated from the observationsmr

andml of the pointM on the surface of the object.

For a pair of images and pixel-wise correspondences, the colour value for
each pixel inCv can be computed. In addition to the depth estimation processas
described above, colour values have to be kept. Whenever the current matching
function reaches a minimum during the sweep, the colour for this particular pixel
is updated with the blended values from the real images.

5.4.7 Multi-View Plane-Sweep

The standard Plane-Sweep approach can easily be extended tocompare more than
two images simultaneously. When multiple views are used, a pair-wise matching
is computed and interpreted as a vote for the particular plane. Having several
votes for each plane, the final score for the matching function can be computed
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using statistical approaches. One method can be found in Nozick et al. [2006]. It
works as follows:

1. From all (remaining) votes, the mean and the variance is calculated.

2. All votes with distances to the mean greater than a given threshold are removed.

3. Step 1 and 2 are repeated until only two matches are left or no more matches
are above the threshold.

4. The matching result for this plane is then the mean of the matching costs of the
remaining votes.

After the best matching plane for each pixel of the virtual camera has been
found, the final colour values are computed by blending the colour values from the
corresponding pixels in the real views as defind by the match.Per-pixel blending
as well as per-camera blending can be used.

5.5 PrototypeP3b Depth Guided Plane-Sweep

The described standard plane-sweep algorithm can be used tointerpolate images
by accepting the best correspondence per pixel and combining the colour informa-
tion from both images at the corresponding points. No geometry is required, but
to ensure an appropriate reconstruction, a large number of planes has to be used
to match all possible depths. Processing many more planes than absolutely neces-
sary increases the probabilty of mismatches and visible artefacts dramatically. To
compensate for this, complex matching functions have to be used which degrade
the performance even more.

In this thesis it is proposed to integrate geometry information if available and
show that this improves both: quality and performance of theimage generation.
The basic idea is to use depth maps to guide the view interpolation in order to
reduce visible artefacts but not rely on high accuracy.

5.5.1 Overview

The following novel view interpolation approach uses depthinformation to guide
a plane-sweep view generation to achieve two major goals:

1. increase the quality and precision of the matching,

2. decrease the rendering time to reach interactive frame rates.
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In a pre-processing phase, for each real view a depth map is computed with
the use of all available real views for matching. This is described in more detail
in section 5.4.4. The scene space is sampled with planes densely and complex
matching functions make sure that mismatches are avoided. The quality of these
depth maps is not comparable with those computed by other depth estimation
schemes, but the following view interpolation takes this into account.

The depth maps serve as starting points and search range limitation for real-
time correspondence search during rendering. Each depth map is adaptively sub-
divided into a quad-tree based structure with regions of consistent depth similar
to the approach described in section 5.3.3. Instead of sweeping a large plane, the
quad-tree and the depth information are used to create tiles(partial planes) and
sweep these only in small intervals.

By tiling the original plane and performing partial sweeps, the number of
matching evaluations is reduced dramatically and the sampling density for each
sweep can be increased at low extra costs. At the same time, mismatches due to
local minima are avoided.

5.5.2 Preprocessing

After depth estimation, all depth maps are processed in order to create one quad-
tree of tiles for each depth map. The algorithm works on each depth map as
follows:

1. At the beginning, the maximum depth differencezδ is determined as the differ-
ence between the smallest and the largest depth value.

2. Then the depth map is divided into regions of similar depthby a quad-tree,
starting with a region size of 64x64 pixels.

3. In each region, the minimal (zmin) and maximal (zmax) depth is computed and
the difference is compared with the global difference in depth zδ:

zmax−zmin < αzδ (5.13)

The factorα is typically chosen to be 1/10.

4. If the above term evaluates as true, the tile is accepted, otherwise it is subdi-
vided into 4 tiles. For each tile, the algorithm proceeds with step 3.

5. The recursive refinement stops when the size of a tile is 2x2. If even this 2x2
tile has too much variation in depth it is rejected and depth information for this
region is discarded.
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Figure 5.14: Example of the tiling based on the depth map in figure 5.12.

In figure 5.14 the estimated depth map and the tiling is shown.For each
tile the search range in depth for the following reconstruction is determined by
[zmin−zε,zmax+zε] with zε a small offset to compensate for depth estimation er-
rors (figure 5.15).
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Figure 5.15: Search range in a region with similar depth.

5.5.3 View Generation

New views are generated by a piece-wise plane-sweep algorithm guided by the
previous depth estimation. For this purpose, one referenceview and up toN−1
(assumingN texture units beeing availabe) adjacent other real views are selected
as support views3.

The first step in view generation is the ranking of all real views according to
their distance and angle to the new virtual view as describedin section 5.1.1. Then
the best ranked real view is chosen to be the reference view and up toN−1 next
best views are chosen as support views. All selected views are set as textures for
projective texture mapping.

3In this implementation, the maximum number of views to use depends on the number of
texture units. Other implementations are possible.
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C l

(a)

C l

(b)

Figure 5.16: (a) The standard Plane-Sweep has no knowledge about the scene. (b)
With the use of depth guidance, adaptive tiles can be swept torefine the regions
which contain 3D structure.

Based on the tiled depth map of the reference view, for each tile a quad is
constructed and placed in 3D space coplanar to the virtual camera. The distance
to the virtual camera is set upzmin−zε. Then these quads are successively moved
towardszmax+zε in αN steps of(zmax−zmin +2zε)/(αN) size.

The matching function used here is a single-pixeldSSDwithout Mipmap. Due
to the limited search range of the tile sweep, severe mismatches are avoided. The
dSSD can be computed efficiently on the GPU by using thedot() operation which
computes the dot product of two vectors.

For every plane and every pixel in the new view, the matches from N views
have to be merged and an intensity or colour value has to be computed. Because
the matching is always computed with regard to one referenceview, for N views
only N−1 matches have to be considered. To achieve robustness against occlu-
sions, a statistical approach as described in 5.4.7 is used to identify and remove
outlier matches. The colour contribution of the remaining inlier matches is then
blended according to the distance of the associated camerasto the virtual camera.
This ensures that the colour changes smoothly over time whenmoving the virtual
camera from one real view towards another one.

If the new virtual view is too different from the chosen reference view, the view
generation can leaves regions unfilled. This is caused by thefact that the generated
tiles are moved towards the reference view and thus can expose occluded regions.

5.5.4 Advantages of Depth Guidance

The depth guided Plane-Sweep approach has advantages compared with the stan-
dard Plane-Sweep view interpolation. In the pre-processing phase, the plane-
sweep is performed for the view of the real camera which is chosen as the ref-
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erence view for matching. This results in more stable matching compared with a
virtual view not located at a real view. In addition, no time constraints apply and
all available real views can be incorporated to fill holes andhandle occlusions. A
matching functiondSSD with 3x3 correlation window and no Mipmap has turned
out to provide the best results.

In the on-line phase, interactive frame rates should be reached. The matching
has to be done with a small correlation window (1x1) and the number of planes
which can be evaluated is limited. The precomputed depth maps allow adaptive
limiting of the final sweep and therefore the search range, without impact on the
precision and matching quality. The increased depth resolution can provide better
results. For example, if a given scene is properly reconstructed by 200 planes in a
traditional sweep, it suffices to use 20 different levels pertile.

Local minima of the matching function can only influence the view if they
occur within the search range. Limiting the search range reduces the probability
of local minima considerably leading to more robust matching and less visible
errors.

5.6 Summary

Based on the theoretical foundation in chapter 2, the variousknown approaches as
presented in chapter 3 and the requirements referred to in chapter 4, three different
prototypesP1, P2 andP3 have been developed in this chapter. These prototypes
can be summarised as follows:

PrototypeP1 (View-Dependent Geometry): A warping surface fitting screen
space is approximated for each new view and the real views aretransferred
into the virtual camera via this geometry proxy.

PrototypeP2 (Multiple Local Models): In a preprocessing phase, for each real
view, a local geometry is modelled. During rendering, selected models are
blended to form the novel view. Three different subtypes (P2a-P22c) imple-
menting different modelling strategies have been realised.

PrototypeP3 (Plane-Sweep): Finding photo-consistency between real views is
the basic principle of the Plane-Sweep algorithm. This has been exploited to
generate novel views (P3a). By adding geometry guidance (P3b) the quality
and the performance can be increased.

In the next chapter, all prototypes are evaluated accordingto four different
error metrics using different data sets as input.
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Chapter 6

Detailed Analysis and Discussion

In this chapter, the image reconstruction quality and the performance of the pro-
posed algorithms from chapter 5 are analysed. At first, four error categories are
introduced and appropriate measurement methods are presented. Then these error
metrics are applied to the rendering methods from chapter 5 different input data
sets are used, each of which has its own characteristics. Theresults will be dis-
cussed for each metric separately. In addition to the reconstruction quality, the
required time for image generation is also relevant. Therefore the last part of this
chapter discusses the run-time performance of the rendering methods with respect
to the GPU.

6.1 Image Reconstruction Errors

When generating novel views from real images, the reconstructed image is not
always perfect. Visible image errors can be categorised as follows:

I. Unreconstructed regions: Image regions which have not been filled from any
real view. Most often, the scene parts which have to appear there have been
occluded in all real views.

II. Colour deviation: Misreconstructed image regions typically result in wrong
colour values. Small deviations can stay perceptionally unrecognised if the
colour seems reasonable, but large deviations disturb image quality signifi-
cantly.

III. Wrong depth: The generated depth map can be partially incorrect even if the
colour image is correct. This remains invisible until virtual objects are inserted.
Wrong depth then leads to false occlusion.

93
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IV. Time coherence: Assembling several generated images toa motion picture se-
quence can expose time coherence errors. If each of the generated images
contains errors from category I or II and the positions of those erroneous re-
gions vary from frame to frame, this results in flicker artefacts, which disturb
the assembled video sequence.

The proposed Image-Based Rendering methods have been analysed according to
these expected errors. The methods and metrics are presented in the following.

6.2 Generating Ground Truth Data

Ground truth data in means of reference images have to be usedto analyse the gen-
erated images. For all single image artefacts (cat. I - III) the difference between
the generated imageI and a reference imageIref with an identical camera is used.
This is done by fitting the virtual camera exactly to one real camera of a sequence.

Scene

v 2
1 3C =C

C C

Figure 6.1: TakingC2 as reference and generating the image from surrounding
views.

Then the associated real view is taken as reference and the view generation is
done without this particular real view by considering only the neighbouring views
(see figure 6.1). The reference view itself must not be used for view generation.
Otherwise the result would be a perfect image from trivial reconstruction. Then,
for each of the categories, the difference between generated image and reference
image is measured by its own metric. No ground truth data havebeen used for
category IV. The time coherence has only been evaluated relatively by comparing
the results of the different algorithms.

6.3 Error Metrics

Error measurements like theSum of Absolute Difference (SAD)or Sum of Squared
Differences (SSD)have been used to describe the distance between two images
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[Evers-Senne and Koch, 2003]. However, this global metric does not allow to
analyse the specific errors. For this thesis, error metrics have been developed
to match the introduced error categorisation and to quantify the quality of the
generated images in more detail.

Unreconstructed regions (category I) The number of remaining background
pixels can be used to compute a fill rate. This is done by initialising the new
image with a distinct background colour not found in the realimages and then
executing the view generation. Pixels not touched by the view generation can
then be identified easily by their colour. For an image withN pixels overall and
Nempty unreconstructed pixels the rate of non-filled pixels is:

enf =
Nempty

N
,0≤ enf ≤ 1, (Lower values are better.) (6.1)

Wrong colour (category II) The most widely used metric to compare recon-
structed images with reference images is thePeak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio(PSNR)
given in decibel (dB). This is an objective metric comparing the squared errors (to
emphasise larger differences) with the biggest possible error using a logarithmic
function.

The PSNR can be computed by using the reconstructed regions only (PSNRfilled)
and over all pixels in the image whether they are reconstructed or not. (PSNRall).
For this purpose, each pixel is compared with the corresponding pixel in the ref-
erence image. If the pixel has been filled during rendering, the difference is com-
puted as mean absolute difference using the three colour channels red, green and
blue:

δfilled =
1
3
(||R−Rref||+ ||G−Gref||+ ||B−Bref||) (6.2)

This allows to evaluate the filled pixels. To take unfilled pixels into account, a
penalty of 127 (for intensity values from[0,255]) has been taken for each unre-
constructed pixel:

δall =

{

127 pixel is unreconstructed

δfilled else
(6.3)

For each image withN pixels, the mean squared error (MSE) is then computed by
using all pixels:

MSEall =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

δ2
all,i (6.4)
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The MSEfilled for all filled regions is computed in a similar way but usingδfilled

instead ofδall. With the MSEall from eq. (6.4), the PSNRall for an image repre-
sentation withb bits per colour value is given by (for PSNRfilled respectively):

PSNRall = 10log10
(2b−1)2

MSEall
[dB] (Higher values are better.) (6.5)

The range of the PSNR starts by 0 for maximum deviation of all pixels and it is
undefined for no deviation between images. If an 8bit-per-channel RGB image of
size 640×480 only differs in one channel in one single pixel by one, theresulting
PSNR is approximatly 112dB.

The PSNR does not take the human perception into account. Metrics which
incorporate human perception have been developed for various purposes. Nearly
all of them are based on the so-calledJust-Noticeably-Difference (JND). The∆E
metric [Hunt, 2004], for example, is optimised to compare colours and colour de-
viations. For this purpose it exploits the JND of large homogeneously coloured
regions and colours are defined in the CIE-Lab colour space. Butthis cannot be
directly transferred to the evaluation of reconstructed images. Experiments have
shown that if the Delta-E metric is applied to each pixel of animage, only a few
pixels are classified as correctly reconstructed but a humanobserver cannot see
any visible artefacts. For the evaluation of video codecs similar specialised met-
rics have been developed. But these metrics are optimised formotion pictures and
cannot be transferred either to image reconstruction problems. The development
of an adapted JND metric is a complex task which also involvesempirical tests.
This has not been possible in the context of this thesis. To allow a perceptional
quality evaluation in addition to the PSNR, reconstructed images and difference
images are printed in appendix B.

Wrong depth (category III) Even if the image generation is the major goal,
depth information is required for mixed reality applications where several virtual
objects are to be combined. This compositing can only be doneautomatically if
appropriate depth is available.

The depth reconstruction can only be evaluated by using a synthetic scene be-
cause no ground truth information is available for real scenes. Subtraction of the
reference depth mapDref from the reconstructed depth mapD shows the differ-
ences. Due to the non-linear perception of the projective depth, small differences
in the foreground impose more problems than the same differences in the back-
ground, the relative depth deviation is more appropriate then the absolute differ-
ence. The mean relative difference of depth in the filled regions is used as error
metric edepth. Unfilled Regions are masked out to only the depth reconstruction
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quality without influence of non-reconstructed regions.

edepth=
1
N

N

∑
i=0

||D(i)−Dref(i)||
Dref

for all D(i) > 0. (6.6)

The range foredepthstarts at 0 for no depth errors and increases with the number
and severity of the depth errors.

Time coherence (category IV) The error metric for category IV requires analysing
an image sequence. The comparison of two consecutive framesof a sequence
from a moving camera cannot be done by direct image subtraction. The image
content is displaced depending on the scenes depth and the movement of the cam-
era. For comparison this has to be compensated for (disparity estimation). Most
video compression algorithms implement this (MPEG1, MPEG2, MPEG4) as a
feature calledmotion prediction. A detailed description of the used MPEG video
encoding scheme is given in appendix A.1.

If the only difference between two consecutive images is caused by moving
image regions, the motion prediction can predict the secondframe from the first
frame by motion vectors for each macro block (typically 16x16 pixels) perfectly.
The achievedInter-framecompression ratio is high. If differences between the
images cannot be predicted from a previous frame by motion, the video codec has
to store the remaining difference to reconstruct the current frame. This increases
the amount of data and the compression ratio is reduced. Thus, the inter-frame
compression ratio (P-frames) can be used as metric for imageconsistency over a
sequence. The function size() determines the amount of storage space used for
an image and MPEG-P() denotes the compression function. Thefinal error metric
etime is the average P-frame compression ratio over a sequence with N P-frame
coded images:

etime =
1
N

N

∑
i=0

size(Ii)
size(MPEG-P(Ii))

(6.7)

The range foretime starts at 1 if no compression has been applied and with increas-
ing compression the value ofetime increases, too.

6.4 Experiments

6.4.1 Sequences

All implemented methods are analysed by using three data sets with different
properties. Overview images of the used data set can be foundin appendix B.
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Castle (fully synthetic) The castle data set is synthesised by generating screen
shots and associated depths map from a textured VRML-model. 208 views in
four rows are available. The calibration for each image is precisely known, the
camera perfectly follows the pinhole camera model and the depths maps are
completely filled without any noise or errors. This data set is used as ground
truth to analyse the quality and performance of the algorithms for perfect input
data. One real view and the depth map are shown in figure 6.2.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: One original view from the Castle data set and the corresponding
depth map.

Studio (real footage, depth: good quality)The studio scene has been recorded
with a broadcast-quality TV camera mounted on a dolly and moved smoothly
along the scene in four different heights. The scene is well structured and
the calibration (extrinsic parameters) of the camera was done with a structure-
from-motion system. Depth maps are computed with a dynamic programming
multi-view-stereo. Some holes occur in the depth maps but most regions are
estimated with good confidence. The camera calibrations areof high quality in
a local environment, but because no global bundle adjustment has been used,
global inconsistencies remain. One real view and the depth map is shown in
figure 6.3. Theses images from a TV camera are wide-screen views (16:9)
stored in 720x576 PAL frames with a pixel aspect ratio of 1.33. So the size
of the input images is 720x576 and the size of the output images is 976x576
pixels.

The Studio sequence has been contributed by BBC Research, Kingswood, UK,
in the context of the MATRIS project in 2004.

City (real footage, depth: moderate quality)The city sequence has been recorded
with cameras mounted on the roof of a vehicle driving in an urban environment.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: One original view from the Studio data set and thecorresponding
depth map.

Two cameras were looking sideways. One was levelled horizontally, the sec-
ond one was tilted upwards. The radial distortion has been compensated and
the calibration (extrinsic parameters) was done with a structure-from-motion
system. Depth maps have been calculated with the use of a multi-view Plane-
Sweep algorithm with a very limited sweep range. The complete processing
pipeline was designed to run in near-real-time. The characteristics of this data
set is that the calibration is very good but the depth maps arequantised into
48 layers only. In addition they contain erroneous regions.The static scene
assumption is violated and in some parts of the data set moving objects appear.
Three tracks with overall 1612 views were available. For quality analysis only
small parts have been used. The original images are 1024x768, but due to se-
vere Bayer pattern artefacts a down-sampled version of 512x384 has been used.
The supplied depth maps only have 256x192 pixel, they have been up-sampled
to match the size of the images.

The City sequence has been contributed by University of NorthCarolina, Chapel
Hill, NC, USA.

6.4.2 Setups and Data Preparation

To ensure that a broad range of scenarios is evaluated, for each sequence different
setups have been analysed. For the definition of the spatial sampling density, the
avarage angleα between two adjacent real views observing a point in the center
of the scene (see figure 6.5) is used. These can be classified asfollows:

• dense sampling of the plenoptic function, view interpolation,
(Castle:α = 2.2o, Studio:α = 2o, City: α = 1.1o)
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: One original view from the City data set and the corresponding depth
map.

• sparse sampling of the plenoptic function, view interpolation
(Castle:α = 11o, Studio:α = 4o),

• extra sparse sampling of the plenoptic function, view interpolation
(Studio:α = 8o),

• view extrapolation (the virtual camera is outside the area covered by real views).

Not all combinations of data sets and setups have been analysed. The quality
of the depth maps of the City data set for example is not sufficient for any other
setup as dense plenoptic sampling and view interpolation. Extrapolation has only
been analysed on the Castle data set and extra-sparse plenoptic sampling with
view interpolation has only been analysed on the Studio scene.

Finally, all the mentioned aspects to be analysed can be arranged in four or-
thogonal directions: Error Metrics, Rendering Methods, data sets and setups. All

l 2 3

αα

Scene

C C C

Figure 6.5: The spatial sampling density is given in relation to the average scene
distance. It can be expressed by angleα.
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in all, 435 images have been generated and analysed.
In the following sections I present and discuss the results grouped by the intro-

duced error metrics. For each method, data set and setup, multiple measurements
are accumulated. The plots show all analysed combinations of data sets, setups
and methods on the x-axis and the accumulated mean values on the y-axis. For
evaluation of the distribution, the standard deviations are plotted as error bars.

6.5 Results for Cat. I (Unreconstructed Regions)
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Figure 6.6: Unfilled Pixel Ratioenf for all data sets and setups

The first observation here is that prototypeP1 andP3a produce the smallest
number of unfilled pixels regardless of the quality of the input data. This is an
inherent property of these algorithms. The View-DependentGeometry (P1) fuses
depth information from several real views in screen space and can close remaining
holes with interpolation. This reduces the number of unreconstructed pixels but
can increase other errors. Plane-Sweep view interpolation(P3) accepts the most
probable colour for each pixel, even if the absolute probability for a particular
pixel is very low compared with other pixels.
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6.5.1 The Castle Data Set

When using ground truth data with perfect depth maps (Castle) and a dense sam-
pling, all prototypes except theP3b achieve a rate of non-filled pixels near 0. Even
with sparse sampling these results can be achieved. If we change from inter- to
extrapolation, the amount of unreconstructed image regions increases. This is
expected because all geometry-based methods cannot reconstruct regions which
have not been seen in any real view. In figure 6.7(a) the unreconstructed regions
are visualised with yellow colour.P1 andP3a both fill these regions with ran-
domly chosen colours.

6.5.2 The Studio Data Set

On the Studio scene with fairly dense depth maps the MultipleLocal Models-
based protoypesP2a−c give nearly identical results. When we reduce the plenop-
tic sampling density from dense via sparse to extra-sparse,all three produce an
increased amount of unfilled regions.

In comparison,P3b produces much more unfilled pixels when the plenoptic
sampling density is decreased. Starting with a ratio below 0.01 (dense sampling)
this increases to 0.03 (sparse) and to 0.05 (extra sparse). This is caused by the fact
that the geometry-based sweep is optimal for the next best real camera and with
increasing distance between the virtual camera and the nextbest real camera the
reconstruction quality decreases1. In addition, to reconstruct the colour of a pixel,
at least two real views have to agree about the colour. For sparse sampling, the
number of pixels only seen by one camera is significantly higher than for dense
sampling.

6.5.3 The City Data Set

The City data set with its unreliable depth maps reveals differences between the
algorithms. All prototypesP2a−c can fuse depth information from several cam-
eras, regions seen by only one camera can be reconstructed. But remaining holes
are not filled by interpolation. This becomes visible when weproceed to extrapo-
lation, very sparse sampling or noisy depth maps. Whereever depth information is
missing or discarded as unreliable, unfilled regions occur (See figure 6.7(b) for ex-
ample). On the City data set differences between theP2 prototypes can be shown.
P2b, using points as primitives, reaches a fill-rate near 100% because every depth
information available is used, nothing is discarded. The modelling based on tri-
angles (P2a) and quadrilaterals (P2c) does some depth analysis and rejects noisy

1The local geometry approximation is swept in viewing direction of the associated real camera.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.7: Yellow colour indicates unfilled regions. For the castle scene, these
result from extrapolation with Multiple Local Models methods. Unfilled regions
using the City data-set result from holes in the depth maps.

regions. The adaptive quad generation performs slightly better than the surface
reconstruction with the triangle mesh.

Both prototypesP3a andP3b can handle improper depth information by de-
sign, if the plenoptic sampling density is sufficient. On theCity data set they
produce significantly fewer unreconstructed pixels than theP2.

6.6 Results for Cat. II (Wrong Colour)

The most dominant errors in view generation are wrong coloured pixels. This
happens if, for example, incorrect depth or disparity information is used. Colour
errors range from small and invisible deviations to severe ghosting artefacts where
scene parts appear at wrong image positions. The evaluationof this class of errors
is done with the Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) as explained in section 6.3.
Two different measurements are presented here. Figure 6.8 shows the resulting
PSNR for all data sets, setups and methods evaluating only reconstructed pixels
unreconstructed regions are not taken into account.

For some combinations like extrapolation or problematic input depth maps, it
does not suffice to evaluate the colour deviation in reconstructed regions because
unreconstructed regions disturb the visual quality. For each unreconstructed pixel
a penalty ofδ = 127 is used to compute the PSNR as shown in figure 6.9. This
adapted metric favour algorithms which can fill unreconstructed pixels with rea-
sonable colour values over those algorithms leaving gaps.
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Figure 6.8: Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio PSNRfilled for all data sets and setups tak-
ing only filled regions into account.

6.6.1 The Castle Data Set

Prototype P2 Having perfect depth,P2c andP2a produce the best results of
approximately 34 dB for dense, sparse and extrapolation when evaluating only
the filled pixels. The current implementation of point basedmodellingP2b has
problems reproducing the texture. Adding penalty for unfilled pixels, the PSNR
for the extrapolation setup decreases to approximately 21 dB.

Protoype P1 The View-Dependent Geometry can handle extrapolation setups
better. It produces images with an average PSNR of 25 dB. One problem ofP1 is
revealed when we interpolate from sparse sampled setups. The texture blending
produces ghosting artefacts around depth discontinuities. This problem has been
explained in section 5.2.4. Figure 6.10 shows an example from the Castle data set.
However, using reasonable dense-sampled data sets, ghosting is not a problem.

Prototype P3 The Plane-Sweep-based approaches show very divergent results
on the castle data setup. The first thing to mention is thatP3a cannot cope with
extrapolation setups, it only reaches 15 dB PSNR. Adding geometry guidance
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Figure 6.9: PSNRall for all data sets and setups including unfilled regions.

(P3b) helps to reach 22 dB including unfilled pixel penalty which is even better
than the results for prototypeP2. For interpolation scenarios,P3b suffers from
unfilled regions. Counting only filled pixels it produces a good PSNR of 32 dB
(dense) and 28 dB (sparse), but adding penalty for the unfilled pixels, only 24
dB (dense) and 21 dB (sparse) can be reached. The algorithm issurpassed by all
others.

6.6.2 The Studio Data Set

On the studio data set with real depth maps with some error, the results are differ-
ent. Using a dense setup,P1, P2c, P2a and theP3b all give comparable results.
Without counting unfilled pixels the Multiple Local Models methods (P2c, P2a)
are slightly better (28-29 dB), but with all pixels the mentioned algorithms pro-
duce results of about 27 dB. If we decrease the sampling density to sparse and
extra-sparse setups, the PSNR forP2a andP2c decreases to 24 dB and 22 dB re-
spectively.P3b, the geometry-guided Plane-Sweep, provides more problemswith
sparse data, it can only achieve a PSNR of 20 dB (sparse) and 17dB (extra-sparse).

The current implementation of prototypeP2b (point-based modelling) brings
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about severe problems with the Studio scene. Using simple OpenGL points with
a size of 1 pixel leaves gaps so that the point size has to be increased to 2 pixel.
But this results in small block artefacts reducing the image quality. Even for
dense sampling a PSNR of only 22 dB is reached and this degrades to 21 dB for
sparse sampling and 19.8 dB for the extra-sparse setup. An alternative rendering
approach using point-sprites does not solve the problem butintroduces even more
gaps in the images. Anti-aliased points as defined by OpenGL cannot be used
with the proposed blending algorithm because both techniques interfere with the
use of the alpha buffer.

PrototypeP3a, the standard Plane-Sweep, produces some mismatches in the
background leading to a PSNR of 20 dB (dense), 17 dB (sparse) and 15 dB (extra-
sparse). The visual quality as demonstrated in figure B.4(k) is not as bad as the
numbers suggest.

6.6.3 The City Data Set

The biggest challenge for all prototypes is the City data set.

Prototype P1 Due to the noisy depth maps, View-Dependent Geometry pro-
duces spikes in the fused geometry from small regions or pixels with a too small
distance to the camera. When texture is applied, this resultsin visual artefacts and
distortions as shown in figure B.6(a).

(a) Ghosting artefacts (b) Close-up

Figure 6.10: View-Dependent Geometry based on a sparse sampling applies false
textures to the geometry. The regions around the foregroundobject receive inap-
propriate colour information leading to ghosting artefacts.
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Prototype P2 The Multiple Local Models methods can produce reasonable im-
age quality in regions where depth information is available, but the quality of the
depth maps of the city sequence violates the prerequisites.The PSNRfill of 24 dB
in contrast to the overall PSNR of only 16 dB (P2c) and 14 dB (P2a) shows this.
Point-based modelling (P2b) does not verify or reject the depth information and
the resulting PSNR of 17.2 dB is very close to the PSNRfill of 18.5 dB.

Prototype P3 Both Plane-Sweep algorithms provide problems with the plenop-
tic sampling density of the scene leading to mismatches. Thenumerical result
for P3b (geometry guided) is 18 dB, roughly. This suggests a better image qual-
ity than the result ofP3a (no geometry) with only 15 dB. But when we compare
the images, the visual difference is small. What can be observed is that at some
positions the reconstruction is far better than at others.

6.7 Results for Cat. III (Wrong Depth)

Because for the data sets Studio and City no ground truth geometry is available,
these cannot be used for evaluation. Only a comparison between the depth maps
used as input data and the resulting depth from the renderingcould be done. This
would only reveal that the algorithms do not corrupt the information they receive.
Due to the fusion of different view, holes in the original depth map can be filled,
potentially. This fill-rate has already been covered byenf in section 6.5 and is not
incorporated intoedepth.

PrototypeP2 Having precise depth information as input data, all Multiple Local
Models approaches can assemble geometry from several viewsand reproduce the
original depth map with high quality. As for the image generation, the resulting
quality mainly depends on the quality of the input data. If depth information
is disturbed or incomplete, this not only reduces the image quality but also the
interpolated geometry in comparison with the real geometry.

Prototype P1 The View-Dependent Geometry approach shows nearly the same
behaviour as prototypeP2 with one exception. In extrapolation mode the mean
relative depth erroredepth increases significantly. When we extrapolate a scene
with occlusion, parts of the scene become visible which havenot been seen by
any real camera. The prototypeP2 has to leave these regions unfilled increasing
theenf without impact onedepth. ButP1 closes all unseen regions by interpolation.
This reduces theenf but directly increasesedepth. Comparing the figures 6.6 and
6.11 for the “Castle Extrapolation” reveals this coherence.
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Figure 6.11: The mean relative depth error for the Castle dataset. A relative depth
error of 0 means no deviation at any pixel.

Prototyp P3a Both Plane-Sweep rendering methods aim at photo-consistency
and therefore differ in their depth reproduction quality fromP1 andP2. The plane-
sweep approach without geometry guidance (P3a) obviously is not influenced by
the quality of the input depth data. For data sets with precisely known or estimated
depth this can be seen as a major drawback. Searching for the most probable
depth for each pixel to achieve colour consistency between all active real views
the algorithm is a depth estimator itself. PrototypeP3 reveals its power when
dealing with data sets without any depth information or if depth information is
unreliable as for the City data set. It cannot only generate colour images but also
a rough depth estimation. Figure 6.12(b) shows an example for the castle scene.
The quality is not comparable to more sophisticated depth estimation algorithms
but it can suffice for compositing at least in a pre-visualisation context. This depth
estimation comes for free, no extra CPU costs have to be spent and if we use a
more complex fragment shader as matching functions the quality can be increased.

Prototype P3b The plane-sweep with geometry guidance is a mixture between
the P2 and theP3a. Using available depth information and trying to achieve
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: (a): In the depth maps from geometry-guided Plane-Sweep the tiling
becomes visible. (b): Without depth guidance, the Plane-Sweep produces many
mismatches in homogeneous regions.

photo-consistency it has the potential to combine pre-computed depth with an on-
line refinement. In the current implementation it does this in a very simple way.
The depth reconstruction in all regions covered by approximate geometry (quads)
is the front-most position of each primitive. The per-pixeldecision used to find
the best matching colour does not influence the depth. Image 6.12(a) shows these
planar regions. Compared with figure 6.12(b) the result is much smoother and
large depth estimation errors are avoided. But also subtle variations in depth are
not reconstructed.

In regions not covered by the input depth map the algorithm ofthe pure plane-
sweep is used. This can be seen in figure 6.12(a) around the arcwhere a per-pixel
depth decision creates the same artefacts as visible in figure 6.12(b).

6.8 Results for Cat. IV (Time Coherence)

The similarity of adjacent frames in a reconstructed dense sequence is measured
by the compression factor of P-frames emitted by a MPEG-1 video coder. The
higher the compression factor, the more similar are the frames. Evaluation has
been done only on the Castle and the Studio sequence. The quality of the re-
construction for the City data set varies too much so that it does not make sense
to measure time coherence. The first impression from figure 6.13 is that on the
Castle data set, prototypeP2b performs best, while on the Studio data set its per-
formance is the worst by far. The main reason for this phenomenon is that all
errors in estimated depth are converted into pixels of wrongdepth. When we
move the virtual camera, these pixels are not static relative to their neighbours.
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Figure 6.13: Compression ratio of P-frames

These independently moving objects reduce the time coherence dramatically.
All other methods show a similar distribution on both data sets. PrototypP2c

(quad-based) produces the best time coherence followed byP1 andP3b which
both are comparable. The geometry approximation of adaptive quads smoothes
out small depth variations similar to the adaptive quad-tree of the geometry Plane-
Sweep and the View-Dependent Geometry. PrototypeP2a (triangle mesh) uses a
higher non-adaptive sampling of the depth maps resulting inless smoothing.

6.9 Results: Performance

The run-time performance of the proposed algorithms has been measured as the
time required to render one image. This has been evaluated onthe castle and the
Studio data set with an output image size of 640x480 and 976x576 respectively.
50 new images have been generated per cycle for the Castle and 42 for the Studio.
The Plane-Sweep based prototypesP3a andP3b are configured to use 200 planes,
and 20 different distances for regions with approximate geometry. PrototypeP2
andP1 use 3 active real views whileP3 uses 4 views.

Because most algorithms make use of the graphics hardware, five different
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Figure 6.14: Rendering times of all methods on different graphics cards using the
Studio data set. The plot for the Castle data set is nearly identical.

graphics cards with different GPUs from three generations have been used. All
runs were timed on a 4-way PC workstation with 2 Intel Xeon 5140 dual-core
CPUs running 2.33 GHz and 3 GB of main memory. The implementations are all
single-threaded and do not make use of more than one CPU core. Care has been
taken to load all relevant data into memory so that disk I/O does not influence
measurements.

Each method has to process a sequence of 6 cycles, one warm-upcycle which
has not been timed to load all data into memory and then 5 cycles with each
one timed and logged. So for each method 250 (Castle) and 210 (Studio) values
have been recorded. The average time required to generate animage has been
calculated and plotted in figure 6.14. But before, outliers induced by operating
system activity have been removed manually. For detailed reference, the absolute
numbers are given in table 6.1.

Prototype P1 The View-Dependent Geometry uses the GPU only for small
parts of the process, the main load is computed on the CPU. Across all GPUs,
the rendering time is constant. The implementation has no specific optimisations
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Dataset Setup P1 P2c P2a P2b P3b P3a

X300-Castle-Dense 482.2 32.7 261.7 180.6 6568.8 8490.5
X300-Studio-Dense 634.1 95.0 334.3 238.7 6638.3 8506.9
GF6600-Castle-Dense 324.5 6.1 36.4 32.9 1087.5 1645.6
GF6600-Studio-Dense 432.0 14.2 46.3 41.5 1103.2 1645.5
GF6800-Castle-Dense 313.6 4.8 36.5 29.6 721.0 1107.1
GF6800-Studio-Dense 404.2 12.4 45.6 37.0 730.7 1102.0
GF7800-Castle-Dense 326.2 4.0 27.7 23.9 380.9 510.8
GF7800-Studio-Dense 409.8 9.2 34.1 29.5 383.7 510.2
GF7950-Castle-Dense 303.1 3.8 25.5 21.4 313.6 415.4
GF7950-Studio-Dense 422.6 8.7 31.4 25.7 314.6 414.1
GF8800-Castle-Dense 309.3 2.4 43.8 15.2 130.2 173.0
GF8800-Studio-Dense 411.2 6.9 25.9 18.4 130.5 172.3

Table 6.1: rendering time in [ms] for the different algorithms and different GPUs.

and has been compiled with standard optimisation flags for the particular platform.
A rendering time of approximatly 300 ms (Castle) and 410 ms (Studio) provides
a frame-rate of 2-3 fps, which can be seen as a lower boundary for interactive
response.

Prototype P2 The Multiple Local Models methods have the lowest rendering
times in this comparison, by far. Most of the relevant computations are done by
the GPU and the performance is limited by the vertex processing mainly. The
more vertices to transform, the slower is the rendering.P2c (adaptive quads)
has the fewest number of vertices, which results in rendering times of 2.4-6.1ms
(Castle) and 6.9-14.2ms (Studio).P2b (point-based) is the next best, it has 2-
3 times more vertices to render thanP2c reaching approximatly 15-30ms.P2a

(triangle mesh) is not adaptive. This results in even more vertex processing than
for P2b because each vertex belonging toN triangles has to be processedN times
resulting in rendering times of 25.9-36ms.

The fragment processing time needed for blending depends onthe number of
fragments to be processed. This is constant over all three Multiple Local Mod-
els approaches and linear to the number of real images and theoutput image size.
This can be observed for the quad-based Multiple Local Models method when the
Castle data set with an image size of 640x480 is compared with the Studio data set
using images (input and output) of 976x576 pixels. Without blending as described
in section 5.3.6 the rendering is approximately two times faster.
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Prototype P3 The Plane-Sweep methods are both GPU-limited due to their
expensive fragment shader programs and texture look-ups. The number of ver-
ticesNv for the standard Plane-Sweep is linear to the number of planes Np: Nv =
12Np +4. 200 planes have been evaluated for both data sets giving 2404 vertices
to be used for each new view. The vertex count to be processed for the adaptive
quad-tree depends on the input depth maps and the number of depth levels used.
In both cases tiles without stable depth information used 200 levels, stable tiles
used only 1/10 of that, namely 20 different depth levels. This results in approx-
imatly 600,000 vertices to render for the Castle data set and 1,100,000 vertices
for the Studio data set. So even if the overall number of vertices to process is
higher forP3b than forP3a, the geometry guidance is faster when rendering. This
demonstrates that the bottleneck of both methods is the fragment processing, not
the vertex processing. If we compare the resulting rendering times with the fill-
rate and the memory bandwidth of the GPUs as given in table A.1, it is obvious
that nearly all computation time is spent in the fragment processing.

The implementation of the Plane-Sweep algorithm uses two frame-buffer ob-
jects to render to and read from. The size of these intermediate images deter-
mines the number of fragments to be processed as well as the number of planes.
The given rendering times have been achieved using intermediate images of size
10242. This has been chosen according to the input and output imagesize to avoid
sub-sampling. When we use intermediate images of size 5122, the rendering time
is exactly 1/4 of the above2. It has to be mentioned that especially the timing
results for the Plane-Sweep algorithms strongly depend on the GPU performance.

The results also show what performance boost each new GPU generation can
give. While different GPUs of one generation only vary slightly (around 20 %
speed-up), the next generation of GPU typically achieves a speed-up of factor
2-3.

6.10 Summary

In this chapter, the prototypes developed in chapter 5 have been analysed in great
detail.

In the beginning, the expected reconstruction errors have been identified and
appropriate error metrics have been introduced:

• Unreconstructed regions (ratio of not filled pixels),

• wrong colour (Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio),

• wrong depth (relative depth error),

2The size of the intermediate images is limited to 2nx2m for technical reasons.
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• time coherence (MPEG compression ration).

Three data sets with different properties have been used as input data: Castle (per-
fect depth maps), Studio (good quality depth maps), and City (moderate quality
depth maps).

Different setups of real views have been defined: Interpolation with dense,
sparse and extra sparse sampling as well as extrapolation.

The following discussion of the results has been structuredaccording to the
error metrics. Finally, the rendering times of all prototypes have been analysed
depending of the graphics processing unit used.



Chapter 7

Summary

After the analysis of all presented prototypes in chapter 6,it will be concluded
which algorithm can be used for what purpose in this chapter.General conclusions
followed by an outlook for possible future research are given.

7.1 Final Discussion of the Prototypes

If the input depth maps are sufficiently dense and reliable, the rendering systems
using Multiple Local Models (P2) are best suited for interactive view genera-
tion. Rendering performance as measured in frames-per-second is very good, the
blending can adapt to the special needs of interpolation andextrapolation, even
very sparse spatial sampling (large distance between real views) allows reason-
able reconstructions. If depth maps have holes, these may beclosed during ren-
dering by contribution from other views. Foreground objects are not connected to
the background or other objects, so distorted texture on stretched polygons cannot
appear. Only regions which have never been seen by any real camera can pro-
duce unreconstructed regions in the generated view. Depth reconstruction fuses
the available structure neatly so that these systems serve well for occlusion com-
putation in mixed reality applications.

The main advantage of the View-Dependent Geometry (P1) system is that it
avoids holes in the reconstruction. But when occluded scene parts are revealed,
distorted textured triangles are generated instead of black regions. Compared with
the Multiple Local Models, the geometry fusion is very expensive because it is
done vertex by vertex on the CPU. To achieve near-interactiveperformance, the
depth maps have to be sub-sampled carefully to avoid aliasing at depth disconti-
nuities. When the vertices are fused, the spacing of the grid in screen space has
to be adapted to the sub-sampling to ensure proper fusion. When the geometry
proxy is textured, it has to be decided which texture to use ona per-triangle base.

115
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Otherwise parts of the scene receive inappropriate texture.
If depth is not available or unreliable and incomplete, the best suited system

is obviously the Plane-Sweep (P3). It can work without depth, it can generate
approximate depth maps quickly and it can incorporate depthto enhance quality
and speed. The rendering quality can be influenced by the amount of time spent
for correspondence search or by the quality of the geometrical proxy used. A
trade-off between quality and speed can supply fast interactive preview or high-
quality image generation. The Plane-Sweep is accelerated by GPU-updates more
than all other proposed systems . During rendering the implicit depth estimation
results in a rough approximation of the scene geometry. Thisgeometry proxy
is most often too rough and unreliable for occlusion computation in high-quality
mixed reality applications. If the computation time is compared with that of multi-
view-stereo systems, it can be used for interactive pre-visualisation.

7.2 Finding the Right Method

The final question for the best Image-Based Rendering method cannot be an-
swered easily since none of the presented approaches can serve all needs. Many
constraints influence the choice and in the following, some guidelines are given
to find the best suited algorithm for each purpose. First, thediagram in figure 7.1
helps to find the method according to the input data.

available
Depth Maps

Fillrate >60%
Depth Maps

Depth Maps
Time to comp.

Dense
sampling

Plane Sweep
Standard

Plane Sweep
w. Geometry

Depth Maps
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Figure 7.1: Diagram to find the best suited rendering method.All thresholds are
only suggestions.

Second, there are some general recommendations:

• If the quality of the depth maps is sufficently high, the Multiple Local Mod-
els methods are the best choice.
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• Multiple Local Models is the method with the smallest requirements concern-
ing CPU and GPU.

• If the GPU is less powerful, Plane-Sweep cannot achieve interactive frame-
rates.

• Dynamic content with multiple cameras (no depth estimationpossible) can
only be handled with Plane-Sweep without geometry.

• View-Dependent Geometry needs a powerful CPU to achieve interactivity.

7.3 Contribution of this Thesis

The main contribution of this thesis is the development of three different Image-
Based Rendering algorithms with additional subtypes. To evaluate all proposed
algorithms, six prototypes have been realised. These six prototypes have been
studied in great detail. All aspects like image quality, depth reconstruction, time
coherence and rendering time have been analysed. The complete work includes
the following phases:

Taxonomy: In the last decade, many different Image-Based Rendering systems
have been proposed. To understand this evolutionary process and the rela-
tions between different approaches, a taxonomy has been introduced and many
known systems have been classified according to this taxonomy.

Requirements and Constraints: After defining the goals for an Image-Based
Rendering system, its requirements with regards to the inputdata have been
identified. This leads to the developement of basically three different proto-
types.

Rendering Methods: In this phase, the basic algorithms have been developed
and implemented as prototypes. To achieve usable systems, necessary addi-
tional parts like camera selection and blending have been added.

• PrototypeP1 is called View-Dependent Geometry because for each new
view to render, an approximate geometry proxy is constructed on-the-fly
and real images are warped into the new view via this surface.

• PrototypeP2 is called Multiple Local Models. For each real view, a local
geometry model is prepared and multiple models are blended for a new
image. Three modelling strategies have been proposed.
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• PrototypeP3 uses a Plane-Sweep algorithm to find photo-consistency be-
tween real views. It has been extended to use geometrical information
where available to enhance the quality and performance.

Detailed Analysis: An evaluation of the prototypes has been conducted for sev-
eral reasons. Firstly it has to be proved that the algorithmsfulfil the require-
ments. Secondly, differences between the prototypes have to be identified.
Thirdly, it has to be verified which image quality can be expected and what
quality of input data has to be matched.

Appropriate error metrics have been defined to analyse:

• image quality,

• depth reconstruction,

• unreconstructed regions,

• coherence between adjacent views,

• rendering time.

Three different data sets and experiments have been used to vary the following
aspects:

• spatial resolution (number of real views),

• layout of the real views (1-/2-dimensional),

• quality of depth maps,

• interpolation vs. extrapolation,

7.4 Conclusions and Future Research

Three new methods have been presented to generate novel views from existing
images. For the given requirements and quality of input dataall methods can in-
terpolate images with reasonable quality. If these methodsare put in the context
of all the systems presented in chapter 3 (see figure 7.2), it shows that the new
methods are more general approaches than most of the others.The three proto-
types developed in this thesis have been designed to be as universal as possible
(refer to section 4.1 for the design goals).

Nevertheless, none of the new approaches has solved the problem of Image-
Based Rendering once and for all. The experiments have shown that reducing
the spatial sampling density also reduces the quality of thevisual reconstruction.
An evaluation of the result from the synthetic data (Castle) reveals that the rela-
tion between sampling density and visual quality is not a direct dependency in
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Figure 7.2: The prototypes developed in this thesis (striped) are designed to be
more general than most other approaches. View-Dependent Geometry and Multi-
ple Local Models share most properties.

most cases. It is an indirect dependency introduced by the geometrical recon-
struction quality. Errors in the depth maps become more visible with increasing
distances and the depth estimation itself becomes more challenging. Image-Based
Rendering without geometry is restricted to very dense sampling. The better the
geometry data, the better results can be achieved for sparsesampling. Further on
this assumption leads to a more or less complete geometricalmodel with view-
dependent texture mapping.

Considering the results of the image quality analysis, it is obvious that the ideal
Image-Based Rendering system, if at all possible, has not yet been developed.
Different aspects of the presented approaches leave room for improvements.

• The first and most dominant source of reconstruction errors are incomplete and
incorrect depth maps. So enhancing the geometrical reconstruction will also
enhance the visual reconstruction. This is even more important for decreased
spatial sampling density (fewer real views).
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• Instead of better geometrical reconstruction, algorithmslike the Plane-Sweep can
circumvent unreliable input data. Enhancing Plane-Sweep rendering could
start by increasing the depth resolution and reducing mismatches1.

• Image-Based Rendering is by its definition not limited to isolated objects. It
is not even limited to perspective images. A great extensionwould be to use
spherical real views to capture a more complete environmentand then gener-
ate perspective images as required by most applications. This would allow to
virtualize complete rooms with only a few plenoptic samples.

1This directly leads to better depth estimation.



Appendix A

Additional Background Information

A.1 MPEG-1 Compression

MPEG-1 is a standardised video compression method defined bytheMotion Pic-
ture Expert Groupand released in 1991. The main idea to compress motion
picture sequences efficiently is to reduce the redundanciesbetween consecutive
frames by coding differences to already processed frames. The standard defines
four different types of frames: I, P, B, D (D is not discussed here). The relevant
three types of frames are:

I (Intra) Intra frames are compressed for themselves without information depen-
dencies from their neighbours. They can be decoded easily without any depen-
dencies.

P (Predicted) P-frames are encoded in dependence on their predecessor (I-or P-
frames only). Thus, to decode a P-frame, the previous I- or P-frame has to be
decoded before.

B (Bidirectional) B-frames depend on their predecessor and their successor, equally.
To decode them, both neighbour frames have to be decoded completely.

Sequences of I-, P- and B-frames are assembled to so-calledGroup of pictures
(GOP). A GOP always starts with an I-frame followed by B- and P-frames. A
GOP of size 16 can for example be: IBBPBBPBBPBBPBBP.

I-frames are encoded in a way similar to the JPEG-compression standard for
still images. Basically, the image is split into macro blocks(16x16 pixels) and
each block is coded individually. A frequency analysis (DCT)is applied and
frequency components are quantised according to a quantisation table.

P-frames are encoded in reference to their preceding frame.The basic princi-
ple works as follows (see figure A.1): To compress a new frameIt , this frame is

121
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Figure A.1: Compression scheme for MPEG1 P-frames.

divided into macro blocks and for each macro block, its most probable position in
the previous frameIt−1 is determined. This is calledmotion estimationand it can
be done by computing the correlation of the macro block with the region in the
It−1 within a given search range. The result of this motion estimation is a motion
vector field with a two-dimensional vector for each macro block. This vector is
the difference of the macro block position inIt and inIt−1.

Then this motion vector field is applied toIt−1 giving Ĩt , a prediction ofIt from
It−1. In the next step, the difference image between the prediction and the real
imageĨt − It−1 is computed. This contains the residual error, parts which cannot
be predicted fromIt−1. The difference image is quantised in a way similar to the
I-frames and, together with the motion vector field, compressed by a run-length
encoder.

A.2 Graphics Processing Units

The performance of all proposed algorithms has been measured on 6 different
GPUs. Table A.1 gives an overview of the technical details. The ATI [www.ati.com,
ati.amd.com] Radeon X300 have been taken as reference only. In section 6.9 the
results of three different generations of NVidia [www.nvidia.com] Geforce GPUs
are evaluated.
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Vendor NVidia NVidia NVidia NVidia NVidia ATI
Model 8800GTX 7950GT 7800GTX 6800GT 6600GT X300
Codename G80 G71 G70 NV45 NV43 M22
Released 11/06 06/05 06/05 04/07 04/04 01/05
Shader
Units

128U 8V,24P 8V,24P 6V,16P 3V,8P

Core
Clock
(MHz)

575 550 430 350 500 350

Memory
Clock
(MHz)

900 1400 1200 1000 1000 300

Memory
Amount

768 512 512 512 128 64

Memory
Interface
(bit)

384 256 256 256 128 64

Memory
Band-
width
(GB/sec)

86,4 44,8 54,4 35,2 26 4,8

Texture
Fill Rate
(bil-
lion/sec)

36.8 13,2 13,2 5,6 4 1,3

Vertices /
sec (Mil-
lion)

1100 1100 600 380 500?

Table A.1: Details of all used graphics processing units (GPU). The number of
shader units is given for vertex- (V), pixel- (P) or unified (U) shaders. The core
clock of the 8800 is 575 MHz and the shader-units work at 1350 MHz.
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Appendix B

Colour Images

This chapter contains colour images from all analysed data sets. First, overview
pictures of the scenes are given. The Castle data set has been synthesised with the

Figure B.1: The Castle data set consists of 206 views in 4 rows.

use of a modified 3D model of the Leuven-Castle (Belgium) and a 3Dmodel of
an arch in the foreground. This introduces occlusions and depth discontinuities.
Images have been taken in 4 rows as shown in figure B.1. An example image and
the corresponding depth map is shown in figure 6.2.
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Figure B.2: The Studio data set consists of 50 views in 4 rows.

The Studio data set has been captured at the BBC Research Studio near Lon-
don using a TV-Camera mounted on a dolly. Scans in four different heights have
been performed and the calibration has been done with structure-from-motion al-
gorithms. An overview is given in figure B.2 and an example image together with
the corresponding depth map is shown in figure 6.3.

The City data set has been captured with two cameras mounted onthe roof of a
car driving through the city centre of Chapel Hill, North Carolina, USA. Calibra-
tion and depth estimation has been done with a real-time structure-from-motion
and modelling system developed at the University of North Carolina (UNC). A
complete overview cannot be given, a small part of the sequence is shown in fig-
ure B.3.

B.1 Studio Results

B.2 City Results
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Figure B.3: The City data set consists of 150 views in one row.
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(a) View-Dependent Geometry (b) View-Dependent Geometry

(c) Multiple Local Models: Quads (d) Multiple Local Models: Quads

(e) Multiple Local Models: Triangles (f) Multiple Local Models: Triangles

(g) Multiple Local Models: Points (h) Multiple Local Models: Points
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(i) Plane-Sweep: Geometry (j) Plane-Sweep: Geometry

(k) Plane-Sweep: Pure (l) Plane-Sweep: Pure

Figure B.4: Rendered images of the Studio data set with dense setup and the
results of the analysis (difference image). Dark pixels indicate deviations from
the reference image.

(a) View-Dependent Geometry (b) View-Dependent Geometry

(c) Multiple Local Models: Quads (d) Multiple Local Models: Quads
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(e) Multiple Local Models: Triangles (f) Multiple Local Models: Triangles

(g) Multiple Local Models: Points (h) Multiple Local Models: Points

(i) Plane-Sweep: Geometry (j) Plane-Sweep: Geometry

(k) Plane-Sweep: Pure (l) Plane-Sweep: Pure

Figure B.5: The Studio data set with extra sparse setup. Left:Rendered Images,
right: Mean absolute error, red pixels are unfilled.
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(a) View-Dependent Geometry (b) View-Dependent Geometry

(c) Multiple Local Models: Quads (d) Multiple Local Models: Quads

(e) Multiple Local Models: Triangles (f) Multiple Local Models: Triangles

Figure B.6: Rendered images and mean absolute error (magnified) of the City data
set.
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(a) Multiple Local Models: Points (b) Multiple Local Models: Points

(c) Plane-Sweep: Geometry (d) Plane-Sweep: Geometry

(e) Plane-Sweep: Pure (f) Plane-Sweep: Pure

Figure B.7: Analysed Images of the City data set.



Appendix C

All Results

In sections 6.5 - 6.8 all results are presented in a condensedform plotting only
the mean and the standard deviation. In this section, the results for all analysed
data sets and setups are shown as plots over the image number.This gives an
impression of the distribution of results. These graphs arenot discussed in detail.
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Figure C.4: Castle-Extrapol PSNR
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